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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Excavations in Courtyard A-3, also known as the Back Plaza, at the ancient Maya 

site of Chan Chich were part of the first of two summer sessions of the 2014 Chan Chich 

Archaeological Project (CCAP). Chan Chich (Figure 1.1) is located in the Three Rivers 

region of western Belize, approximately 4.25 km east of the Guatemala border (Houk and 

Zaro 2014). 

Figure 1.1. Map of Chan Chich in north-central Belize and its relationship to other Maya 

site (after Houk and Zaro 2014: Figure 1.9) 
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This thesis presents the research conducted in the Back Plaza of Chan Chich, 

which focused on assessing the form, function, and chronology of the courtyard and 

deciphering its relationship to the site as a whole. The 2014 excavations lasted 28 days 

during May and June and took place during the first summer session of CCAP. 

Excavations were conducted with the help of employees of Chan Chich Lodge and field 

school students participating in the Texas Tech Field School in Maya Archaeology. 

Excavations in the Back Plaza were supervised by CCAP Project Director Brett A. Houk 

and Operation Director Edgar Vazquez, with the help of Suboperation Directors Ashley 

Booher and Tony Mouton. Other than mapping by Guderjan (1991) and Houk et al. 

(1996), no previous research has been conducted in the Back Plaza, which is also known 

as Courtyard A-3. 

Courtyard A-3 makes up the southern end of the contiguous group of monumental 

architecture at Chan Chich. Courtyard A-3 is located directly behind the Upper Plaza and 

is approximately 7 m lower in elevation (Houk and Zaro 2014). The southern end of the 

Upper Plaza includes Structure A-15, which forms the northern side of Courtyard A-3. 

Three other structures enclose the other sides of Courtyard A-3. Structures A-23, A-24, 

and A-25 surround the courtyard on its western, southern, and eastern sides. The 

courtyard itself measures approximately 29 m north south by 34 m east-west (from the 

bases of the surrounding structures). Structure A-23 on the western side of the Courtyard 

A-3 is approximately 49 m long, while Structure A-24 on the southern end is 
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approximately 51 m long, and Structure A-25 on the eastern side is approximately 42 m 

long. Each platform is approximately 1.5 to 3 m high and 10 m wide. The vegetation 

within Courtyard A-3 mostly consists of upland forest vegetation interspersed with 

cohune palms and understory, filling the floor space within the courtyard (see Brokaw 

and Mallory 1991; Houk et al. 1996). 

The following chapters discuss the research conducted in Courtyard A-3 at Chan 

Chich by the Chan Chich Archaeological Project (CCAP). Chapter Two of this thesis 

provides detailed background information on the site of Chan Chich. This chapter 

provides a cultural history for the region and a brief review of the archeology conducted 

at Chan Chich. Chapter Three discusses a typology of courtyards and describes how 

archaeologists interpret courtyard function from artifact deposits and architectural layout 

at Maya sites. The chapter includes several case studies of epicentral courtyards as 

examples and presents the specific research questions that guided the excavations in 

2014. Chapter Four outlines the methodology utilized during excavations in Courtyard A-

3. Chapter Five presents the results of excavations within Courtyard A-3 and its

surrounding structures. Chapter Six presents the artifacts recovered during the 

excavations. Chapter Seven provides interpretations of the results obtained during 

excavation and a comparison of the artifacts with those from similar courtyards at other 

sites. This chapter also provides conclusions regarding the form, function, and 

chronology of Courtyard A-3 and its association with the site of Chan Chich and 

addresses the specific research questions posed in Chapter Three. 
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Chapter II 

Background 

Setting 

The lowland Maya site of Chan Chich is in the Orange Walk District of 

northwestern Belize and is surrounded by dense tropical forest. The site of Chan Chich 

has a long occupation history ranging from the Early Preclassic period and continuing on 

to this day. Currently, Chan Chich Lodge occupies the ancient site’s main plaza (Figure 

2.1). 

Figure 2.1. Chan Chich Lodge workers rethatching the roof of the lodge’s restaurant in 

2014. 
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Originally, Bowen and Bowen, Ltd., owned a large span of land in the region 

consisting of approximately 135,000 acres (Houk and Zaro 2014). A large portion of the 

land was sold in 2013 to Forestland Group, but 28,000 acres were retained, encompassing 

Gallon Jug Ranch’s headquarters, Sylvester Village, and Chan Chich Lodge (Houk and 

Zaro 2014). 

The modern site of Chan Chich is named after Chan Chich Creek (Figure 2.2.), 

which flows nearby and joins Little Chan Chich Creek a few hundred meters north and 

eventually becomes the Rio Bravo (Houk and Zaro 2014). However, the ancient name for 

the site is still unknown. The Rio Bravo is one of three different rivers for which the 

Three Rivers region is named (Houk and Zaro 2014). The physiographic zone of the site 

is known as the Rio Bravo Terrace Lowland and is characterized by irregular bajos and 

hemispherical hills (Houk and Zaro 2014). The La Lucha Escarpment is visible 

approximately 3.75 km west of Chan Chich and rises over 100 m, while the Yalbac Hills 

are 18 km to the south and divide the Rio Hondo and Belize River drainages (Houk and 

Zaro 2014). 
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Figure 2.2. Site Map of Chan Chich, courtesy of the Chan Chich Archaeological Project

Description of Chan Chich  

The site core of Chan Chich is situated on a north-south axis and includes the 

North Plaza, the Main Plaza, the Upper Plaza, and the Back Plaza (Figure 2.3.). Together, 

these make up the architectural spine of the site encompassing 350 m of contiguous 

monumental architecture. The site core of Chan Chich is flanked on either side by the 380 

m long Western Causeway and 435 m long Eastern Causeway (Booher and Nettleton 

2014). Both causeways are elevated, however the Eastern Causeway is elevated slightly 
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higher (Booher and Nettleton 2014). Both the Western and Eastern Causeways are 

approximately 40 m wide and converge in the Main Plaza in front of Structure A-1 (Houk 

1996). Chan Chich is organized into four groups of structures, and the Main and Upper 

Plazas (Plazas A-1 and A-2) are the main architectural features (Houk et al. 1996). The 

largest group, Group A, consists of 37 structures, three large plazas, and multiple small 

courtyards (Houk et al. 1996). 

Unlike the Main and Upper Plazas, Courtyard A-3 lacks accessibility and public 

space. However, Courtyard A-3 makes up the end of the contiguous group of 

monumental architecture at the site and is arguably related in function to the rest of the 

site core. Courtyard A-3 is roughly 10 m north of Structure A-26 and 45 m north of 

Courtyard A-4. Courtyard A-4 consists of Structures A-27, A-28, A-29, and A-30. 

Though there is no direct connection between the two courtyards, proximity and lack of 

adjacent structures make it probable there were interactions between the two courtyard 

groups. 
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Figure 2.3. Chan Chich site core, courtesy of the Chan Chich Archaeological Project. 
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Cultural History in the Region 

Settlement in the Three Rivers region and the vicinity of Chan Chich began in the 

Early Preclassic, ca. 1100-1000 B.C. (Houk and Zaro 2014:14). Occupation continued in 

the region through the Middle Preclassic (ca. 1000-300 B.C.) and most likely consisted of 

small farming villages that would later develop into larger sites, such as Rio Azul, La 

Milpa, Blue Creek, and Dos Hombres (Houk 1996). At Chan Chich, excavations 

uncovered a Middle Preclassic midden, suggesting occupation at the site in the area of the 

Upper Plaza (Robichaux 1998). During the Late Preclassic (300 B.C.–A.D. 250) 

population in the region significantly expanded, and several polities cemented their 

influence in the area as did other sites across the Maya realm. As populations drastically 

increased, intensive agriculture developed alongside the need for craft specialization 

(Sharer and Traxler 2006). The advent of monumental architecture also occurred during 

this time period at multiple Maya sites, such as El Mirador and Tikal (Sharer and Traxler 

2006). The emphasis of monumental architecture provides evidence for increased social 

stratification. Late Preclassic occupation and expansion occurred at Chan Chich, and the 

Upper Plaza acropolis at Chan Chich experienced significant architectural expansion 

(Kelly 2014). The oldest royal Maya burial on the Belizean side of the Three Rivers 

region is located at Chan Chich and dates to the Terminal Preclassic period (Houk et al. 

2010). 

During the Early Classic period (A.D. 250-550) population density shifted in the 

region and became concentrated within several polities and ceremonial centers instead of 
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rural areas (Houk 1996; Houk and Lohse 2013). Sites with occupation dates during the 

Early Classic include Blue Creek, Chan Chich, Rio Azul, Dos Hombres, and Gran Cacao 

(Houk 1996). However, slight population decline occurred throughout the Three Rivers 

region. It is possible a larger polity such as Tikal influenced the region, while 

surrounding cities declined (Sullivan and Valdez 2006). Adams (1995) suggests that 

Tikal had influence on Rio Azul, conquering the city and killing the elite family around 

A.D. 390. Tikal strived to control the Rio Azul, which flows into the Caribbean (Adams 

1995). However, information from this time period is still lacking. Towards the end of 

the Early Classic period, the Three Rivers region suffered a mild hiatus affecting several 

sites, including Rio Azul, Blue Creek, and Dos Hombres (Adams 1995). This hiatus may 

have been caused by Tikal’s withdrawal in the region and potential environmental 

factors, such as drought (Adams 1995). Early Classic artifact deposits and architecture 

are scarce at the site of Chan Chich (Houk 2014). The only artifacts dating to the Early 

Classic period were discovered by Guderjan (1991:45) and were polychrome vessels in a 

looters’ encampment. Houk and Zaro (2014:15) suggest that potential Early Classic 

construction phase architecture has been exposed on Structures A-15 and/or Structure A-

21 by looters’ trenches; however, excavations have not conformed these hypothesis. 

During the Late Classic period (A.D. 600-810) population growth resumed at 

many sites and the construction of monumental architecture in the Three Rivers region 

reached an all-time high (Adams 1995; Sullivan et al. 2007). Multiple cities experienced 

rapid growth and massive construction phases (Houk and Lohse 2013). Late Classic 

period growth is evident at Chan Chich with renovations of structures and the 
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establishment of new buildings throughout the site, giving the site its final form around 

A.D. 700 or possibly later (Houk and Zaro 2014). 

The Terminal Classic period (A.D. 810-900) is marked by drastic decline in 

population, construction, and growth across the Maya world (Houk 2015; Webster 2002). 

Declines were heavily influenced by continual warfare between cities and environmental 

factors such as drought and deforestation (Webster 2002). Chan Chich reflected this 

decline. Construction at the site during this time period is marked by inferior quality 

resources and materials such as the re-use of vault stones (Houk and Zaro 2014). 

Nevertheless, occupation continued at the site in several areas, including the Back Plaza 

(Vazquez et al. 2014). The site of Chan Chich was ultimately abandoned around A.D. 

850 (Houk and Zaro 2014). The Three Rivers region was mostly abandoned by the 

Postclassic period (A.D. 900-1600); however, pilgrimages to several sites continued, such 

as Chan Chich (Houk and Zaro 2014; Sullivan et al. 2007). 

Archaeological Background of Chan Chich 

Sir J. Eric S. Thompson visited the nearby site of Kaxil Uinic, but never 

conducted any research at the site of Chan Chich (Harris and Sisneros 2012). Prior to 

official archaeological excavations, Chan Chich was extensively looted (Guderjan 1991). 

Looters dug deep into several structures including Structures A-21 and A-15, exposing 

earlier construction phases and red stucco paint (Figure 2.4.). 
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Figure 2.4. Red stucco paint exposed in Structure A-21 by looters’ tunnel. 

Thomas Guderjan (1991) visited Chan Chich in 1987 and returned in 1988 with a 

team from the Rio Bravo Archaeological Project to conduct extensive mapping of the site 

and the looters’ trenches. The CCAP was established in 1996. During the first field 

season Houk and colleagues (1996) mapped 253 structures, of which 187 were previously 

undocumented. Houk, Robichaux, and Durst (1996) also documented several features at 

the site that were previously ignored. These features ranged from limestone quarries, 

chultuns, a ball court, and potential reservoirs. During the 1997 season, the CCAP 
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addressed various questions about the site using archeological excavations for the first 

time (Houk 1998a). Excavations carried out during 1997 and 1998 seasons provided 

approximate occupational dates at the site of Chan Chich. The major focus of the 

research previously conducted at Chan Chich was the site core and monumental 

architecture. During the 1997 field season, excavations were conducted at Structure A-1, 

Chan Chich’s sole ball court, the Upper Plaza, and Group C (Ford 1998; Houk 1998b). 

During the 1998 and 1999 field seasons, excavations were conducted at Group H, Group 

C, and the Upper Plaza (Houk 2000). 

The CCAP has completed six seasons of research in the Upper Plaza. Excluding 

mapping, archaeological work has not been conducted in the Back Plaza. Archeological 

excavations at the Upper Plaza did not take place until the late 1990s (Houk 2012). In 

1997, excavations of the Upper Plaza revealed a Middle Preclassic midden that contained 

various bones, shells, and lithic fragments. The subsequent discovery of a post-hole that 

was cut into the bedrock, provided evidence of a Middle Preclassic perishable structure in 

the northern part of the plaza (Robichaux 1998:37). It is notable that evidence of Early 

Classic construction was not recovered in the northern section of the Upper Plaza; 

however, evidence of Late Preclassic occupation and Late Classic construction was 

recovered in the northern part of the Upper Plaza (Robichaux 1998). 

Additionally, the 1997 season uncovered a Terminal Preclassic royal tomb with 

various artifacts in the southern part of the plaza (Houk et al. 2010). The tomb, referred to 

as Tomb 2, contained human remains, jade artifacts, ceramic vessels, a serpent-shaped 

wooden object, and a jade helmet bib pendant (Robichaux 1999). The ensuing field 
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seasons of 1998 and 1999 focused on expanding Tomb 2 excavations, while also 

conducting excavations on Structure A-13 and Structure A-1 (Robichaux 2000). 

The CCAP suspended operations after the 2001 season, and a hiatus of over a 

decade ensued. The Upper Plaza was not excavated again until 2012, when the CCAP 

resumed. The main goal of the CCAP Upper Plaza research in 2012 was gathering 

preliminary data on the construction history of the plaza itself (Kelley et al. 2012). 

During the 2013 season of the CCAP, units in the Upper Plaza built on the 2012 results to 

clarify further the plaza’s construction history (Kelley et al. 2012). 

The 2012 and 2013 Upper Plaza excavations encountered a complex sequence of 

plaster floors, one burial, and numerous artifacts from fill contexts. The material remains 

discovered dated to the oldest floor of the Middle Preclassic period, with evidence of 

construction and occupation during the Late Preclassic period, as well (Kelley 2014). The 

final construction event in the plaza itself was the largest—a Late Classic fill deposit 

covering most of the plaza, which elevated the plaza surface approximately 1 m. The only 

significant architectural feature discovered in the plaza units was a platform face in the 

northern end of the plaza, which dates to the Late Preclassic. 

Kelley’s research provided the answer to several pertinent questions about the 

function and occupational chronology of the Upper Plaza. First, occupation began in the 

Middle Preclassic period, which is evident from Robichaux’s excavations in 1998. 

Occupation continued in the Late Preclassic period as is exemplified by multiple plaster 

floors (Kelley 2014). The discovery of Tomb 2 correlates with the Terminal Classic 
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period as well as the establishment of rulership at Chan Chich (Houk et al. 2010). 

Excavations of the Upper Plaza revealed a notable lack of Early Classic artifacts or 

architecture, but a significant Late Classic expansion of the plaza and its surrounding 

buildings (Houk and Zaro 2014). 

Outside of the Upper Plaza, the 2013 field year focused on Structure A-5 within 

the Main Plaza of Chan Chich. Prior to 2013, no excavations had taken place upon 

Structure A-5. In an attempt to ascertain the form and function of the structure, Ground 

Penetrating Radar (GPR) and Structure from Motion (SfM) mapping were utilized by 

Chet Walker and Mark Willis (Houk et al. 2013). The GPR data are still being analyzed, 

while the SfM proved to be extremely helpful to excavations and interpretations (Houk 

2013). The resulting excavations of Structure A-5 revealed that the northern area adjacent 

to the structure served as a plaza. This was further proven upon the discovery of a 

northern facing stairway on Structure A-5. Subsequent to these discoveries, the space 

north of Structure A-5 was named the North Plaza (Houk 2013). Excavations on 

Structure A-5 conducted by Herndon and colleagues (2013) revealed northern and 

southern facing stairways, as well as a large platform, which presumably supported a 

perishable structure. Ceramic analysis dated the final construction phase of Structure A-5 

to the Late Classic period. Further analysis points to a possible occupation until the 

Terminal Classic period (Herndon et al. 2013). The construction of Structure A-5 

occurred over several construction phases, and Houk (2013) notes that that these multiple 

construction phases at Structure A-5 suggest that the surrounding architecture was 

constructed at differing time periods. In sum, the research conducted upon Structure A-5 
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assisted in providing a previously unknown insight into the chronology of Chan Chich’s 

Main Plaza. 

In 2014, excavations continued in the Upper Plaza with a focus on the 

monumental architecture surrounding the Upper Plaza. To address various questions 

about the Upper Plaza, the Chan Chich Dynastic Architecture Project (CCDAP) was 

launched. The specific goal of the CCDAP was to reveal the Upper Plaza’s early 

architectural chronology and to further understand the dynastic history of the site 

(Herndon et al. 2014). Herndon and colleagues (2014) focused their initial research on 

Structure A-1, Structure A-20, Structure A-18, and Structure A-22. While the excavations 

primarily documented final phase architecture, crews discovered two burials, one at 

Structure A-1 and the second at Structure A-18 (Herndon et al. 2014). 

The most significant finds associated with Structure A-1 were Burial CC-B11 and 

its associated Cache CC-C1. The burial contained the partial remains of an adult male 

and four partially intact-to-complete vessels. A cache of obsidian blades overlay the 

burial’s small crypt (Herndon et al. 2014). Both the burial and cache were associated with 

the penultimate phase of the building and date to the Late Classic period (see Herndon et 

al. 2014). 

The results of 2014 excavations provided a wealth of information about the 

chronology and dynastic history of the Upper Plaza. Although radiocarbon dating and 

ceramic analysis are still pending, the excavations revealed that the Upper Plaza 

underwent multiple complex construction phases (Herndon et al. 2014). Future lithic and 
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ceramic analysis, in combination with radiocarbon dating, will provide a more detailed 

understanding of the chronology of the Upper Plaza. 

In 2014, Booher and Nettleton (2014) studied the previously unexcavated Eastern 

and Western Causeways. Each causeway is approximately 40 m wide, and they meet in 

the Main Plaza. Booher’s thesis research is investigating the hypothesis that the 

causeways and associated shrine structures were used as processional architecture. 

Excavations of the Western Causeway revealed an elevated corridor lined with parapets. 

Various ceramic and lithic fragments were discovered, which have yet to be dated. The 

Eastern Causeway proved to belong to a single construction phase; although, dating of 

the causeway is not yet available. In comparison to the Western Causeway, the Eastern 

Causeway’s platform faces were crudely built and the causeway lacks parapets (Booher 

et al. 2014). 

To continue with preliminary research, Booher and Nettlon (2014) excavated 

Courtyard D-1 adjacent to the Eastern Causeway. Structures D-1, D-2, and D-3 are all 

associated with Courtyard D-1 and possibly associated with function of the Eastern 

Causeway. Excavation of Structure D-1 revealed a drainage stone, a well-preserved wall, 

associated with a room inside Structure D-1, and Burial CC-B12 (Booher et al. 

2014:101). The burial contained numerous fragmented bones and teeth, as well as a 

broken ceramic bowel. Excavations of Courtyard D-1 revealed animal bones, obsidian 

blades, smashed ceramic vessels, and the final plaster floor of courtyard. 
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Suboperations at Structure D-48 exposed a small shrine and an adjacent platform 

at the eastern terminus of the Eastern Causeway. The excavation of the structure and 

platform uncovered several obsidian and lithic fragments, a single fragmented metate, 

and bifacial tools (Booher et al. 2014). The varied material remains associated with 

Structure D-48 suggest that a variety of activities were associated with the structure, but 

further analysis is required to support this hypothesis. This preliminary research 

introduces a variety of new questions about the function and chronology of the Eastern 

and Western Causeways, as well as the associated structures and courtyards. The 2015 

field season will attempt to answer these questions in depth (Booher et al. 2014). To date, 

the aforementioned excavations reflect the majority of the excavations conducted in the 

site core Chan Chich, excluding excavation in the Back Plaza, which are discussed in the 

following chapters. 
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Chapter III 

Inferring Courtyard Function from Artifacts and Architecture 

This chapter discusses how archaeologists infer courtyard function from artifacts 

and architecture. Courtyards contain multiple key components and served different 

functions within a Maya site. Maya cities are constructed containing several common 

architectural units such as plazas and courtyards. Courtyards located near the epicenter of 

cities are the focus of this thesis. Courtyards and their supporting structures did not serve 

a single purpose, but had a combination of uses. Based on artifact assemblage and 

architectural layout, archaeologists can infer the function of courtyards. Ancillary 

structures located behind courtyards or other important architectural features are also 

important for understanding the function of courtyards and their associated structures. 

Courtyard functions include domestic, ceremonial, and administrative, and courtyards 

also served as social and economic activity areas (Johnston and Gonlin 1998). 

Understanding the basic components of a courtyard is critical for determining 

function. Courtyards are paved and leveled, open spaces defined by the structures 

surrounding them (Andrews 1975). Patio floors of courtyards were composed of cobble 

fill covered with plaster to form an impervious surface (Gonlin 2004). Buildings 

surrounded the patios providing various amounts of public and private space as needed. 

Depending on building association and varying levels of accessibility, courtyards can 

serve as both public and private spaces (Andrews 1975). Courtyards vary considerably in 

size from city to city and within individual sites, but are well defined by the surrounding 
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structures (Andrews 1975). Differentiation between public and private courtyard spaces 

is evident through varying degrees of architectural investment in defining these spaces 

(Robertson et al. 2006). The relationship between courtyards and their surrounding 

structures is essential for understanding their function. Courtyards are not separate from 

their defining structures and thus share a functional relationship (Andrews 1975). 

Multiple courtyards located near each other form courtyard groups, and each 

courtyard may serve a different function within a site. However, courtyards or other 

ancillary structures near city epicenters mostly functioned as residential, administrative, 

servants quarters, and food preparation areas for rulers and various Maya elites (Cheong 

2013; Guderjan et al. 2003). Although architecture is extremely important in revealing 

the function of courtyards, variables other than architectural features must be considered 

when analyzing the concept of home (Gonlin 2004). Concepts and ideas of homes or 

houses go beyond the structures themselves and include aspects of space and culture 

(Gonlin 2004). Nonetheless, concepts of functional space and “households” are difficult 

to analyze for archeologists due to the lack of material culture preserved over the 

intervening centuries. It is important to note that Maya social status can also determine 

and dictate the function of courtyard. All of these factors are quintessential to the analysis 

of courtyard functions and are the focus of this chapter. 

Maya Elite and Non-elite 

Maya society consisted of two main social classes, the elites and the commoners, 

also referred to as non-elites. However, the social stratification between Maya societies is 
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much more complex than two simple class distinctions. Maya elite controlled and had 

access to natural resources and religious functions. Location of residential groups is an 

important indicator of status. Elites lived within the site core of cities, while commoners 

mostly lived on the periphery (Lohse and Valdez 2004). Spatial indicators of elite status 

include restrictive access courtyards, enhanced view shed or vantage point at a site, and 

location near important resources (Cheong 2013; Guderjan et al. 2003). Degree of 

privacy is a key indicator of social status, expending resources to define restrictive access 

or private spaces is a “non-essential luxury investment” (Seibert 2001:42). 

Three main criteria have been used to identify elite residences: spatial, 

architectural, and material assemblage (Guderjan et al. 2003). Spatial indicators of elite 

status and elite residences include varying degrees of restricted access to enclosed spaces, 

location to important parts of a city and the central precinct, as well as access to 

important resources (Guderjan et al. 2003). Architectural scale, complexity and form are 

also indicators of elite power and presence (Guderjan et al. 2003). Elite residences were 

places for private lives, daily domestic activities, and scribal and artistic production 

(Inomata et al. 2002). Elite courtyards were important areas where political interactions 

between courtiers took place and created divisions of power and prestige (Inomata et al. 

2002). Royal residences can be defined by their functions and may include minor 

supporting structures occasionally occupied by rulers (Inomata and Triadan 2000). 

Material assemblages of elite presence include luxury goods, trade wares, exotic 

materials, and material representations of elite ideology (Guderjan et al. 2003). 

Individually, the presence of these goods does not indicate identification of an elite 
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existence; however, a combination of these artifacts reinforces the possibility of elite 

residences. There are four major types of elite residences, which consist of patio groups, 

plazuelas, courtyards, and range buildings (Guderjan et al. 2003). The major difference 

between these different categories is the varying degree of access and enclosed exterior 

spaces (Guderjan et al. 2003). Patio groups contain the most open accessible areas with 

external space bounded by two or three sides of structures (Guderjan et al. 2003). 

Plazuelas have bounded exterior space on all sides by structures and access is mostly 

unrestricted (Guderjan et al. 2003). Elite residences usually consist of intricate, vaulted, 

fine masonry buildings and low substructures (Webster 1998). Unlike the first two types, 

courtyards contain the most restricted access; their external space is defined on all sides 

by structures (Guderjan et al. 2003). 

Architectural indicators of status include quality and size of material used, 

architectural form, and type (Guderjan et al. 2003). Building techniques used to construct 

elite residential groups varied within cities, but mostly consisted of vaulted masonry, low 

masonry walls with perishable superstructures, masonry walls with thatch roofs, and 

wattle and daub walls with thatch roofs (Cheong 2013; Paauw 2007:40). Other indicators 

of status of household groups through architecture are size, height or elevation, building 

material, workmanship quality, architectural embellishment, and spatial indicators 

(Hendon 1992:482). Blanton (1994) suggests architecture is a better indicator of social 

status because material cultural assemblages are more susceptible to false statements of 

wealth because they do not always represent investment in labor like residences do. 

Historically, material assemblage has been used to infer social status. Exotic and prestige 
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goods are also indicators of elite status. Caution is needed when interpreting material 

goods, as the value of artifacts are based on context, political relations, and distribution 

patterns (Cheong 2013; LeCount 1999). Thus, depending on the context, different values 

are assigned to prestige and exotic goods (Cheong 2013). Status can be determined by 

analyzing artifact type, quality, quantity, and frequency (Cheong 2013). The best 

indicator of social status is a combination of spatial patterns, architecture, material 

assemblages, and size of residential groups (Cheong 2013). 

However, strict distinctions between elite and non-elite as classes of architecture 

can be a point of contention. Often times, the lines between elite and non-elite 

architecture are blurred. Elite architecture is at times not solely exclusive to elites and can 

be inhabited by commoners. Servants to elites could have inhabited and used elite 

architecture in the process of serving their superiors. There are few independent 

circumstances where commoners would use elite spaces and would be more common 

than elites using non-elite architecture. 

The understanding of Maya commoners often comes from comparisons with the 

elite; despite the fact that non-elite individuals consisted of 90 percent of the population 

(Lohse and Valdez 2004). Several characteristics are often used to describe commoners, 

employing stereotypes such as small, anonymous, not as significant, and other analogous 

terms (Lohse and Valdez 2004). Defining one group of people based on the 

characteristics of another is a troublesome methodology. Intermingling between elites 

and commoners did occur and was not as divided as previously suggested; however, 

identifying the spaces where both groups met is difficult for archeologists (Lohse and 
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Valdez 2004). Lohse and Valdez (2004:5) suggest “qualities of eliteness and non-

eliteness were both forged and expressed in local, perhaps community settings, which 

involved situationally negotiated expressions of wealth and power”. Rulers from one city 

did not directly affect daily aspects of commoner lifestyles at other cities, and 

communities maintained their own individual systems of local economic production and 

participated in regional trade (Lohse and Valdez 2004). Defining commoners based on 

their material goods or lack of goods is faulty, considering that concepts of value varied 

from one community and social contexts to another based on local traditions (Lohse and 

Valdez 2004). However, commonalities did occur within communities. Distinguishing 

between high-ranking commoners and low ranking elites is difficult, and future studies 

should base their comparisons on social position rather than employing generalizations of 

elite versus non-elite (Lohse and Valdez 2004). 

Another way to distinguish between elites and commoners is by analyzing their 

consumption patterns. Elites had access to a larger variety of food as opposed to 

commoners, thus specialized vessels for preparing food and serving vessels are evident in 

the material assemblage (Cheong 2013; LeCount 1987). Elites hosted public events and 

other activities involving large numbers of people, requiring them to possess larger, more 

decorated cooking vessels than those found in commoner households (Cheong 2013). 

Elites demonstrated their power, wealth, and status by conducting large public 

ceremonies and ritual activities as opposed to private ones hosted by commoners (Cheong 

2013). Craft production is also an indicator of social status within the Maya and is 

evident in the resulting detailed artifacts assemblages collected by archaeologists. Skilled 
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craftsmen had access to privileged knowledge, by which they produced goods important 

to higher elite culture and enabled them to distinguish themselves from the rest of society 

(Cheong 2013; Inomata 2001). Artisans, scribes, and other skilled craftsmen were 

considered elites and were pivotal parts of the royal Maya court (Miller and Martin 

2004). 

Maya elites made up part of the royal court, which often times consisted of the 

ruler, the ruling family, priests, scribes, diplomats, military officials, and other 

individuals necessary to the daily functions of the court (Webster 2002). Elites are often 

defined as those who consume imported or elaborate goods, have an excess consumption 

in life and death compared to commoners, have a greater focus on the construction of 

their living quarters, and display decreased evidence of malnutrition or poor health (Joyce 

1994:182; Lohse and Valdez 2004). Maya courts consisted of multiple, mostly elite 

individuals responsible for daily courtly functions, such as polity administration, 

adjudication, diplomacy, ritual, ceremonies, artistic and scribal production, food and 

clothing preparation, and other activities (Inomata 2000). It should be noted that 

extensively defining the Maya royal court is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, at 

its most basic level a Maya royal court is used to describe a variety of individuals 

involved in the daily administration and maintenance system controlling the state and the 

court complex itself. 

Courtyard Space and Function 

The definition of public and private spaces was exceptionally important for the 

Maya, as evidenced by the architectural investment in defining these areas (Robertson et 
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al. 2006). Understanding and defining public and private space is important for 

archaeologists who interpret the differing activities conducted in both areas. Distinctions 

between public and private spaces enable archaeologists to discern architectural 

functions. Public spaces are categorized as areas with high visibility for large portions of 

the populace and are not restricted in access. Private spaces limited view shed and were 

highly restricted in their architectural layouts. Depending on their function, courtyards 

could include both public and private spaces. There would have been a differentiation in 

activities between public and private courtyards and their structures, owing to the large 

degree of architectural investment in defining these spaces (Robertson et al. 2006). 

Courtyard functions vary depending on elite or non-elite use. Elite residential 

structures provided space for an array of activities such as artistic productions, political 

meetings, storage, and food preparation and consumption (Inomata et al. 2002). 

Domestic, private, political, and public spheres intersected and coexisted in varying 

activities and often involved individuals who partook in both activities in the spatial 

framework of elite residences (Inomata et al. 2002). Residential courtyard occupants 

conceivably consisted of several social groups who shared economic resources and may 

have collaborated in daily activities; ultimately, constituting a household (Inomata et al. 

2002). Royal courts functioned as residences for rulers, and city administration may have 

been an extension of royal household management (Inomata et al. 2002). Considering 

that courtyards and courtyard groups make up residential areas in various Maya cities, 

concepts of the house and household group must be taken into account when discussing 

residential courtyards; however, this is beyond the scope of this chapter. For the purpose 
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of this chapter, it is important to understand the basic courtyard components from various 

sites. These are analyzed to determine how archaeologists interpret the function of each 

courtyard and its relationship with the site as a whole. 

Emphasizing the relationship between individual buildings is essential to 

examining the function of these structures within complex architectural groupings rather 

than analyzing them as isolated entities (Becker 2004; Hendon 1991). Marshall Becker 

(1982) studied household groups at Tikal and classified them into different “Plaza Plans” 

based on their architectural and spatial arrangements. Plaza Plans reflect architectural 

features relating to the structures within groups as opposed to those revealing individual 

rooms or structures (Becker 2004; Hendon 1991). Identification of household or 

courtyard groups and their Plaza Plans enable comparisons to be made in time and space 

(Becker 1982). Plaza Plan 3 is fairly common among courtyard or household groups; 

especially, at Tikal where it makes up 70% of the architectural groups (Becker 2004). 

Courtyard A-3 at Chan Chich fits the Plaza Plan 3 format. As defined by Becker (1982; 

2004), Plaza Plan 3 consists of a simple rectangular arrangement, generally low 

rectangular platforms present on two or more sides, usually small, but often with stone 

buildings on one or more sides. Plaza Plan 3 is a simple architectural arrangement, thus 

explaining its commonality (Becker 2004). Some Plaza Plan 3 groups include one or 

more vaulted buildings ranging in size, reflecting the family resources (Becker 2004). 

Plaza Plan 3 groups do not have a shrine on the east or a distinct mortuary complex, 

which is a characteristic of Plaza Plan 2 (Becker 2004). Most Plaza Plan 3 groups are 

small, but fairly large groups have also been discovered (Becker 2004). Non-square and 
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non-east building groups such as Plaza Plan 3 are assumed to have served other domestic 

purposed such as bedrooms, dormitories, men’s houses, kitchens, or storage areas 

(Becker 2004). These courtyard functional classes are not exclusive and can serve 

multiple functions. 

Asserting the function of buildings with exact precision, specifically public 

buildings versus private ones, is a complicated problem for Maya archeologists (Sanders 

1989). Residential architecture poses a problem, due to the cleanliness of structures and 

lack of refuse (Sanders 1989). This problem can be addressed by analyzing middens. The 

utilization of multiple factors such as architectural layouts and burial demographics 

supports archaeologists’ understanding of the usage of structures by the Maya (Sanders 

1989). 

A majority of daily work activities occurred in courtyards, outside on terraces, or 

on substructures with open shed-like buildings or with perishable roofs (Sanders 1989). 

Archeologists have noted that several structures in some compounds and courtyards 

functioned as kitchens for the residents (Sanders 1989). Additional functions of 

courtyards involved storage facilities, bachelor’s houses, ritual spaces, and specialized 

craft workshops (Sanders 1989). Courtyards served as multifunctional spaces rather than 

single use areas. The multifunctionality of courtyards can be discerned from the artifact 

assemblage found in the structures and the architectural layout. The following sections 

discuss how archaeologists have discerned courtyard functions at several Maya sites 

based on artifact assemblage and architectural layout. This chapter includes examples 

from Aguateca, Blue Creek, Nojal Nah, Copan, and Minanha (Figure 3.1.). 
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Figure 3.1. Map of Maya Lowlands with cities referenced in text boxed 

(after Houk 2015:Figure 1.1.) 
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Aguateca: Examples of Elite Residences 

Aguateca is a Maya site located in the Petexbatun Basin of northern Guatemala in 

the Department of Petén (Inomata 2000). Aguateca (Figure 3.2.) was occupied for a fairly 

short length of time and underwent only one major construction phase (Inomata 2000). 

The site of Aguateca is a rare case of rapid abandonment where artifacts were left behind 

in buildings where they were used (Inomata 2000). This section highlights Structures 

M7-22, M7-32, M7-34, M7-35, and M8-8, which are all found in the epicenter of the site 

(Figure 3.3.). There are various adjacent structures that functioned like courtyards at 

Aguateca. The structures discussed in this chapter from Aguateca functioned similarly to 

courtyards. 
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Figure 3.2. Aguateca site map (Inomata et al. 2004:Figure 2). 
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Figure 3.3. Map of Aguateca’s epicentral courtyards (Inomata 2000: Figure 2.3).

Structure M7-22, also known as the House of Masks, and Structure M7-32, also 

known as the House of Bones, were the main residential quarters for the royal family 

(Inomata et al. 2001). Structures M7-22 and M7-32 were both centered on elite activities, 

but were constructed outside of the main royal plazas (Inomata 2000). Structures M7-22 

and M7-32 within the Palace Group formed the royal residential complex of Aguateca 
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(Aoyama 2007). Structures M7-22 and M7-32 served as administrative areas with rooms 

used as settings for royal audiences and political meetings (Inomata et al. 2001). Each 

structure contained multiple rooms, and each room served a different purpose, much like 

a modern household. In Structure M7-22 the largest room is located in the center and was 

most likely used by the ruler or close relatives to give audiences to their subjects or 

receive emissaries from other polities (Inomata et al. 2001). Notable similarities in the 

architectural construction of each structure included, masonry walls and vaulted ceilings, 

but both of which have since collapsed (Inomata et al. 2001). Additionally clues 

concerning the activities performed in Structure M7-22 can be discerned based on the 

artifacts recovered (Inomata et al. 2001). Artifacts found in the easternmost room of the 

structure consisted of several prestige goods and lithics including 57 obsidian artifacts, 72 

chert artifacts, seven polished green stone celts, pebble smoothers/hammers, and a thick 

pestle (Aoyama 2007). Non-utilitarian polished discs of El Chayal obsidian were also 

found in the assemblage (Aoyama 2007). A carved long bone with a Maya figure and 

several glyphs was found in the easternmost room (Inomata et al. 2001). Numerous 

obsidian blades from the easternmost room were analyzed and showed evidence meat or 

hide processing, while deer bone was also found with several skinning marks (Aoyama 

2007). The assemblage from the easternmost room consists of a wide array of artifacts 

including jade belt celts and bone perforators, and suggests a multifunctional use for the 

easternmost room and the structure as a whole. Artifact and phosphate evidence for food 

preparation in Structure M7-22 is significantly lower than other surrounding structures 

(Inomata et al. 2001). 
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A similar example of multifunctional courtyards is found near the royal complex 

of the Central Acropolis of Tikal. Structures located near the Central Acropolis were 

arranged around the royal palaces of Tikal. Excavations of these adjacent structures 

revealed a midden, the remains of a hearth, and food-preparation refuse (Harrison 1970; 

Inomata et al. 2001; Webster 2001:150). Excavations at Aguateca yielded a variety of 

ceramics, carved shells, and other items that were specifically associated with the elite, 

such as mortars with small amounts of pigment inside them. Maya scribes or artisans 

most likely used these tools. 

Based on the amount of elite artifacts recovered from inside the structure, as well 

as the arrangement of the rooms, Structure M7-22 was mostly used as a royal residence 

and an administrative room for the royal court of Aguateca (Inomata 2000). Both 

Structures M7-22 and M7-32 were two large vaulted rooms in the Palace Group (Inomata 

et al. 2002). Structure M7-32 was more elaborately constructed than Structure M7-22 

(Inomata et al. 2001). Several benches and artifacts similar to those at Structure M7-22 

were found (Inomata et al. 2001). Due to the elaborate construction of Structure M7-32, 

Inomata and his colleagues (2001) suggest the central room was the main throne room for 

the ruler. The Maya frequently placed the most impressive buildings on sides of 

courtyards, flanked by abutting wings making the entire courtyard group form a tripartite 

arrangement (Inomata et al. 2001). This pattern is also similar at elite and residential 

complexes of 9N-8 and O1L-2 at Copan (Andrews and Fash 1992; Inomata et al. 2001; 

Webster 1989). Artifacts from Structure M7-32 and the building’s architectural layout 

suggest an administrative function rather than a residential one like Structure M7-22 
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(Inomata et al. 2001). The major difference between Aguateca’s royal palace and other 

elite residences at the site is the minimal evidence for food preparation (Inomata et al. 

2001). 

Although the following adjacent structures to the Palace Group are not all 

courtyards, they each supported the daily functions of the royal courtyard. Structure M7-

35 was constructed to the south of the Plaza Group. Structure M7-35, also known as the 

House of the Niches, had three main rooms alongside three smaller back rooms, while the 

main rooms were most likely  used for gatherings, sleeping, and food preparation, 

consumption, and storage (Inomata and Triadan 2000:61). Excavations at Structure M7-

35 produced multiple jade axes but fewer overall artifacts than other adjacent structures 

behind the Plaza Group (Inomata 2000). Excavations of Structure M7-35’s western room, 

and Structure M8-10’s southern room, uncovered numerous food preparation related 

items. These included a number of storage vessels, manos, and metates (Inomata et al. 

2002). Additionally, numerous stone mortars, pestles, shells, and bones were recovered 

from Structure M8-10. Although Structure M8-10 is referred to by archaeologist as the 

House of Scribes, numerous domestic artifacts were found (Inomata et al. 2002). The 

majority of food preparation items were uncovered in the southern room of Structure M8-

10, while there were significantly fewer items recovered in the western room of Structure 

M7-35. Structure M8-10 functioned as a space for political interactions, scribal and 

manufacturing area, and space for administrative work (Inomata et al. 2002:309). The 

residents of Structure M8-10 consisted of a male scribe who used the central and north 

rooms for his scribal and political tasks, while the southern rooms were used primarily by 
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a female, possibly the scribe’s wife, and children (Inomata et al. 2002:309). Inomata and 

colleagues (2002) suggest that Structure M7-35 served as a resting or sleeping space, and 

Structure M8-10 functioned as a food and textile preparation area. These structures may 

have also functioned as areas for servants of the royal court and supported ritual feasting 

events (Inomata et al. 2002). 

Another adjacent structure, Structure M7-34, referred to as the House of Metates, 

consisted of three rooms that are divided into north, south, and central rooms. Structure 

M7-34 was built directly behind the Palace Group and was much smaller than Structure 

M7-35 (Inomata 2000). Structure M7-34 faced the causeway and was surrounded by 

masonry walls and contained a plaster floor (Inomata et al. 2002). The walls were made 

of roughly shaped masonry blocks (Inomata et al. 2002). Rear sections of each room 

contained high benches (Inomata et al. 2002).  Excavations recovered seven limestone 

metates, which appeared to have been used at the front of the building (Inomata 2000). In 

addition to metates, adjacent to the north and central rooms, two incense burners were 

recovered (Inomata et al. 2002). These incense burners were unique considering that 

these were not recovered at other adjacent residential structure. These finds, coupled with 

numerous metates recovered, suggests that M7-34 was a unique structure used for 

ritualistic activities and food preparation (Inomata et al. 2002). The presence of the 

incensarios alongside the domestic artifacts might show evidence of ritual feasting or as a 

storage area were artifacts were held and used when needed during varying events. 

Structure M8-4, known as, the House of Mirrors, was adjacent to the royal palace 

complex, and each of its three rooms-north, central, and south, served multiple purposes 
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(Inomata et al. 2002). Structure M8-4 consisted of thin walls running parallel the long 

axis of the building divided the front and rear parts of every room (Inomata et al. 2002). 

The northern parts of the north and central rooms contained small benches (Inomata et al. 

2002). The masonry exterior walls were made of roughly shaped blocks measuring 2 to 

2.5-m in height and supported a thatched roof (Inomata et al. 2002). The structure 

contained a north addition, which did not contain a stucco floor and formed a patio, 

which was also covered by thatched roofing (Inomata et al. 2002). Excavations of 

Structure M8-4’s northern room uncovered a mixture of artifacts, including numerous 

lithic tools, storage vessels, manos, and metates. One of the most significant finds in the 

northern room was a large plate, shaped like a comal, which was possibly used for 

cooking tortillas (Inomata et al. 2002). The remnants of a ceramic flute, greenstone 

beads, spindle whorls, numerous shells, and a finely crafted figure, were also recovered 

in the north room. Inomata and his colleagues (2002) believe that this room was 

specifically used for food preparation. The central room contained fewer artifacts then the 

northern room and mostly contained mortars, pestles, shells, and two pieces of bone 

inscribed with the Aguateca emblem glyph (Inomata et al. 2002). The material evidence 

of the central room is congruent with a workshop used by a scribe, specifically a scribe of 

high status (Inomata et al. 2002). Excavations of the southern room uncovered a unique 

alabaster diadem with a miniature jester god as the centerpiece (Inomata et al. 2002). 

Additionally, a total of 300 pyrite mirror fragments, numerous worked bone fragments, 

and siltstone objects were recovered (Inomata et al. 2002). The items discovered in the 

southern room suggest a preparation area for elite attire. Each of Structure M8-4’s rooms 
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served a unique purpose that ranged from food preparation to the construction of elite 

attire and possibly ritualistic goods (Inomata et al. 2002). Due to the significance number 

of the items (and their quality) found throughout Structure M8-4, it is possible that the 

individuals living there belonged to an elite status, such as courtiers, and worked closely 

with the ruler of Aguateca (Inomata et al. 2002). All of the structures and their 

accompanying rooms in and behind the Palace Group were used as various specialized 

activity areas. Based on the artifact assemblages and architectural features, archaeologists 

were able to determine the multiple functions of each structure. 

 Blue Creek: Examples of Elite Residential Courtyards 

Other examples of how archaeologist have determined courtyard functions based 

on evidence acquired from excavations can be seen at the site of Blue Creek. Blue Creek 

is in northwestern Belize and contains multiple elite residential courtyards, alongside 

supporting structures (Guderjan et al. 2003). Archaeologists have used architecture and 

material remains to help determine the function of the Blue Creek courtyards. In this 

instance, architectural layout has played a key role in allowing archaeologists to infer the 

presence of elite activities. The discovery of elite artifacts has helped support this theory. 

Structures 12 and 19 (Figure 3.4.) were used as elite residences and make up the 

elite complex adjacent to Plaza B (Guderjan et al. 2003). The complex is located on a low 

platform that consists of 14 rooms, interconnected through several passageways, which 

surround the restricted access courtyards (Guderjan et al. 2003). The courtyard complex 

covers an area approximately 160 m2 (Guderjan et al. 2003). During the Late Classic 
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renovations limited the access to the courtyards, restricting entrances through various 

passageways and rooms (Guderjan et al. 2003). 

Artifacts recovered from the courtyards consist of extensive ceramics, lithic tools, 

local and foreign exotic artifacts, storage and serving vessels, obsidian blades, and granite 

metates (Guderjan et al. 2003). Four interments were also discovered inside the complex 

with several elite burial goods (Guderjan et al. 2003). The presence of internments also 

suggests the courtyard had a residential function. Based on the assemblage, several 

conclusions are made about the residents of the courtyard and its structures. The 

courtyard’s location behind an important public/ritual space (i.e., Plaza B) suggests the 

inhabitants of the courtyard were of importance to the site (Guderjan et al. 2003). The 

inhabitants had access to long distance, regional, and local material resources (Guderjan 

et al. 2003). 

Structure Courtyard 13 is adjacent to Plaza B and was originally designed to 

function as an open unrestricted access area (Guderjan et al. 2003). Two structures were 

built during the first construction phase, and the group was later expanded to include 

Structure 10 (Guderjan et al. 2003). With new additions to Courtyard 13, the function 

ultimately changed to a residential space. Construction extensions were added on to the 

courtyard, which include Structures 11, 12, and 14 (Guderjan et al. 2003). Trenching 

excavation at Structure 12 uncovered several caches, which could reflect a dedicatory 

deposit for the new construction phase (Guderjan et al. 2003). During the second 

construction phase, several rooms were added on, and updates to the façade of the 
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structure were also added (Guderjan 2003). The architectural renovations and shifts to 

produce a more private space suggest that Structure 12 served as an elite residential area. 

Figure 3.4. Map of Blue Creek epicentral courtyards (Guderjan et al. 2003). 

Nojol Nah: Examples of Elite Residential Courtyards 

Archaeologists have made inferences based on artifacts recovered through 

excavations for the site of Nojol Nah. The Maya site of Nojol Nah is located in an 

expansive bajo approximately 3.5 km south of the Mexican border in northwestern Belize 

(Barrett et al. 2011). Several courtyard groups are located in the northern portion of the 

site on slightly elevated bedrock knolls (Barrett et al. 2011). Dispersed courtyards have 
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also been identified on the eastern side of the site core, but most have been heavily 

damaged by modern land clearing (Barrett et al. 2011). 

Excavations in 2010 at Nojol Nah focused on Courtyard 5E and the associated 

Structures 5E1, 5E4, 5E5, and 5E6 (Figure 3.5.). The excavations inside Structure 5E4 

uncovered numerous manos, metates, and storage vessels. The artifacts found within 

Structure 5E4 point to the structure’s use as a food preparation area (Barrett 2010). 

Excavations of Structure 5E5 pointed towards similar conclusions, after the finding of 

several metates, a dart point, and a small collection of ceramic vessels. Additionally, a 

burial was recovered under the floor of Structure 5E5, along with a cache of manos and 

metates. The burial was not determined to be a secondary or primary burial and was 

buried fairly shallow. The addition of the burial to Structure 5E5 indicated that the room 

probably served several functions (Barrett 2010). 

The last structure associated with Courtyard 5E is Structure 5E6. Excavation at 

Structure 5E6 uncovered numerous storage vessels, some articulated and some severely 

fragmented (Barrett 2010). The remains of a mano and a metate, as well as numerous 

shells, were uncovered inside a room in the structure (Barrett 2010). The most significant 

find was a large charcoal stain or burn feature across the plaster floor in the center of the 

room, beneath the mano and metates. Archeologists excavated through the floor beneath 

the stain and found the burial of an adult male (Barrett 2010). The burial was associated 

with several polychrome vessel fragments (Barrett 2010). Further excavations of the 

southeast corner of the room, revealed an additional burial. 
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Structure 5E6 is believed to be a residential area as well as an activity area for 

food preparation (Barrett 2010). Evidence for this is manifested in the platform 

connecting Structure 5E6 to Structures 5E7. The platform area contained numerous 

shells, pottery, faunal bone, figurine fragments, and shell “rings.” Furthermore, the 

doorway of the northern room seemingly opens up on to a midden. Structure 5E6 was 

also constructed to only be accessible from the interior of the royal plaza (Barrett 2010). 

The assemblage of artifacts found throughout Structure 5E6, and the adjacent Structures 

5E4 and 5E5, represents the abandonment of the artifacts, and not an intentionally placed 

cache (Barrett 2010). Courtyard 5E served as an elite plaza, while the surrounding 

structures served as a workshop and food preparation area. The burials located 

underneath Structures 5E6, 5E5, and 5E4 indicate that the structures served as a 

residential space for the individuals who worked to prepare food and material goods for 

the elites (Barrett 2010). 
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Figure 3.5. Courtyard 5E from Nojol Nah (Barrett 2010: Figure 14) 
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The next courtyard analyzed at Nojal Nah was the Toucan House. The Toucan 

House courtyard consists of three buildings, Structures 4C8, 4C9, and 4C10, which 

encircled the open courtyard (Brown 2011). The Toucan House is built on a man-made 

chert cobble and boulder platform and stands approximately 1.8 m above natural ground 

surface (Brown 2011). Although The Toucan House was built during the Early Classic 

period, ceramic evidence suggests occupation through the Terminal Classic period 

(Brown 2011). Due to lack of preservation, the function of the individual structures at 

Toucan House may be difficult to distinguish, considering only one structure was well 

preserved. This set back proved to be a significant obstacle in determining the overall 

function of this area in relationship to the rest of the site of Nojol Nah. 

Structure 4C10, a multi-room building is the best-preserved structure making up 

the Toucan House (Brown 2011). Preserved architectural features at Structure 4C10 

consist of floors and walls standing higher than two blocks (Brown 2011). The artifacts 

collected consisted of 14,400 pot sherds, two complete ceramic vessels, hundreds of lithic 

flakes, several biface fragments, 23 obsidian blades, and two ceramic figurines (Brown 

2011). Elite goods consisted of several green stone fragments, coral beads, two jade 

ornaments, jade beads, jade celts, several worked jade fragments including a jade tooth 

inlay, mother of pearl, and an olivella shell bead (Brown 2011). These artifacts reflect a 

more elite residential function. Nine burials were also discovered beneath the floors of 

several rooms containing the remains of two older adult males, one young adult male, 

two older adult females, a young adult female, an adult woman, and two others whose sex 

could not be determined (Brown 2011). Brown (2011) suggests the burials and artifacts 
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were an attempt to physically express ownership of the elite household by binding and 

legitimizing the authority of the living members with those of the deceased members. The 

evidence for ancestral veneration suggests that courtyard Structure 4C10 served a 

residential purpose rather than a utilitarian one. 

Although no architectural features were intact to help reveal the function of 

Structure 4C8, numerous artifacts were recovered, including 2,197 ceramics, 51 lithics, 

nine bifaces, and a single metate (Brown 2011). Vegetation and tree fall significantly 

damaged and altered the preservation of Structure 4C9 making it almost impossible to 

define any architectural features (Brown 2011). However, excavators recovered 150 

ceramics, lithics, a single biface, and an obsidian blade (Brown 2011). Because the 

architecture of both Structure 4C8 and 4C9 was poorly preserved and the artifacts 

collected from structures were comparatively few, only inferences about the function of 

each structure can be made. Solely based on artifact assemblage and comparisons with 

other sites, these structures most likely served a utilitarian purpose. 

Copan: Examples of Elite Residential Courtyards 

The ancient Maya site of Copan is located in the Copan River Basin in Honduras 

(Sanders 1989). Group 9N-8 is approximately 700 m away from the main site core and 

contains a total of 11 courtyards (Webster 1989). Excavations at complex 9N-8 revealed 

that each courtyard varied and was distinguished by its unique architectural design and 

construction materials (Sanders 1989). Construction materials for these structures mainly 

consisted of natural stone (Sanders 1989). The courtyards in the complex changed and 

varied alongside the political events of the city (Sanders 1989). Extensive and continuous 
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use of these courtyards was documented throughout the city’s history (Sanders 1989). 

Alterations to these courtyards were at times minor, such as adding doorways, but major 

reconstruction altering entire layouts also occurred (Sanders 1989). 

Complex 9N-8 consists of several courtyards labeled 9N-8A through 9N-8G. 

Group 9N-34, 9N-22A, and 9N-22B make up the adjacent complex (Sanders 1989). 

Sanders categorized each courtyard and structure into three major distinct categories, 

Type A, Type B, and Type C, while Type A had three subcategories ranging from one to 

three. Type A structures consisted of complete masonry architecture with dressed stone 

walls with corbeled vaults or beam and mortar roofs (Sanders 1989). Type B structures 

contained a tandem arrangement of rooms, each with its own access through the front 

terrace and contained benches (Sanders 1989). Combinations of Type A and B structures 

occurred and were mostly limited to high status compounds, while Type C structures 

were lower status compounds consisting of low platforms and a single main room and 

several side chambers (Sanders 1989). Not all of the courtyards at Copan were classified 

using this typology. 

Rather than classifying each group and its individual structures and their structure 

type and function, the overall function for each structure is described for several groups. 

Group 9N8-4A structures consisted mostly of elite residences, domestic work areas, and 

Type B residences (Sanders 1989). Courtyard 9N-8B consisted mostly of residence Type 

B and C structures with two elite structures also located in the group (Sanders 1989). 

Courtyard 9N-8C consisted of mostly elite residential areas with a single domestic work 

area (Sanders 1989). Courtyard 9N-8E had a higher concentration of elite residences with 
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a few domestic work areas (Sanders 1989). Courtyard 9N-8H contained a higher amount 

of Type B and C structures, while structures in Courtyard 9N-8D had a higher 

concentration of Type C structures (Sanders 1989). Artifact assemblage and architectural 

layout for a select few courtyards is described below. 

Courtyard A provided direct access to the stairway leading up to the main plaza, 

as well as a smaller and less obvious access into the plaza (Sanders 1989). The presence 

of several doorways suggests Courtyard A was used as a residential area with several 

structures functioning as domestic work spaces (Sanders 1989). The structures that make 

up Courtyard 9N-8A include Structures 80, 81, 82, and 83 (Sanders 1989). Analysis of 

Structure 80 suggests it was most likely used as a temple or a shrine (Sanders 1989). 

Structure 80 contained several impressive jade artifacts, incensario figurines, ceramic 

sherds, and a complete ballgame yoke (Sanders 1989). These artifacts would mostly be 

used by elites. Structure 81 was crudely constructed suggesting it was an area for servants 

who served the elites (Sanders 1989). 

Structure 82, also known as the House of the Bacabs, is one of the largest 

structures in the main courtyard group (Sanders 1989). Artifacts found consisted of a 

seated figurine holding a stylus or a paintbrush (Sanders 1989). The architectural layout 

of the structure consisted of several rooms, stairways, and benches. The material 

evidence suggests that the walls were plastered and then painted red (Sanders 1989). 

Structure 82 was well constructed and built. This combined with the detailed stone 

sculptures placed around the building, suggests the importance of the building (Sanders 

1989). The hieroglyphic bench discovered inside room one of the building signifies that 
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the structure served a very important function within Courtyard A, such as a residence for 

the elite. Structure 82 was the house of the royal scribe Mak Chanil (Sharer and Traxler 

2006:488). This structure was the largest and highest within Group 9N-8 (Sharer and 

Traxler 2006). Max Chanil’s house was decorated with portraits of himself holding 

scribal tools (Sharer and Traxler 2006:488). Mak Chanil’s compound consisted of 

workshops, storerooms, and residences for his family and a servants’ quarter (Sharer and 

Traxler 2006:488). 

Courtyard D was modified to include multiple residential rooms and ultimately 

was expanded to include Courtyard K (Sanders 1989). Given the expansion and inclusion 

of rooms, Courtyards D and K were likely used as residences (Sanders 1989). Unlike 

Courtyards D and K, Courtyard J was probably used for food preparation for these 

courtyards (Sanders 1989). Artifacts found at Courtyard J mostly consisted of a utilitarian 

focus rather than elite usage (Sanders 1989). Additionally, several middens were found 

on the far sides of the courtyards supporting this conclusion (Sander 1989). The 

functionality of Courtyard J suggests a lower rank of elite at Copan. Scholars argue that 

the layout of the courtyards, along with their adjacency to other architectural groups, 

would have served varying uses for the elite of Copan. The remaining courtyard and their 

structures at the site served a multitude of functions. 

In order to understand the importance of the functionality of the courtyards, it is 

important to analyze their adjacency to the various architectural groups. Courtyards E, F, 

and H were constructed during the Late Classic. Courtyard K appears to be Postclassic 

(Sanders 1989). The most important and significant courtyard group was Courtyard A, 
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which provided direct access to the plazas adjacent to the courtyard (Sanders 1989). The 

various courtyards and substructures within the courtyard groups provide supplementary 

evidence of the importance of courtyards and their adjacent structures. The inhabitants of 

these courtyards consisted of a wide array of social standings within the Maya political 

sphere ranging from high level elites, such as the royal family, lower level elites, and low 

level servants (Sanders 1989). The functionality of courtyards changed throughout time, 

but each courtyard served a multitude of functions that were associated with larger 

structures at Copan, such as the plaza in the main group (Sanders 1989). 

Minanha: Examples of Elite Residential and Domestic Courtyards 

The ancient Maya site of Minanha is located in the Vaca plateau of west central 

Belize (Iannone 2006). The epicenter of Minanha can be divided into the private and 

semi-private courtyard groups and plazas atop of Minanhas’s northern royal acropolis 

(Iannone 2006). The court complex at Minanha consisted of an elevated residential 

acropolis, with visual and physical access to the north and the south (Figure 3.6). This 

court complex contained ritual, administrative, and residential components (Paauw 2007). 

Groups M and L are attached to the North Acropolis (Lamoureaux-St. Hilaire 2011). 

Based on architectural layout, Group L most likely served dynamic functions and had 

complimentary functions ranging from administrative rituals to a domestic focus 

(Lamoureaux-St. Hilaire 2011). Group L is located in the center of the North acropolis, 

North of Group J (Paauw 2007). Group L is made up of three long multi-room structures 

(43L, 44L, and 45L) in a U-shape pattern surrounding a restricted access courtyard 

(Paauw 2007). Benches found at Group L, referenced the private nature of the group 
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(Paauw 2007). Material culture at Group L consisted of ceramics, obsidian blades, stone 

tools, manos, metates, incensarios, bowls, dishes, and jars (Paauw 2007). Jars made up 

51% of the ceramic assemblage, revealing a more utilitarian function (Paauw 2007). 

Utilitarian vessels made up 77% of the ceramic type, serving vessels made up 15%, while 

ceremonial vessels made up about 3% (Paauw 2007). Decoration on ceramics can also 

reveal the function of various vessels (Paauw 2007). Ash tempered, slipped open bowls 

and dishes were most likely used as serving vessels, while unslipped bowls with 

restricted openings were most likely used for storage and cooking (Paauw 2007). Slipped 

vessels were most likely not used for cooking, as the process would destroy any possible 

decorations (Paauw 2007). Unslipped ceramic vessels were most likely used in cooking, 

storage, or for serving purposes (Paauw 2007). There is a large quantity of domestic 

items found in this group. 

Excavations and material culture results can lead archaeologists to infer the 

domestic activities of the architectural group. An example of this is the centralized 

kitchen in the courtyard of Group M, which suggests food preparation activities were 

taking place there (Lamoureaux-St. Hilaire 2011). Ceramic assemblages from both 

groups indicates the function of domestic and ceremonial activities. In Group L and 

Group M, ceramic assemblages consisted of utilitarian, serving, and ceremonial vessels. 

Group J at Minanha served as a royal residential courtyard (Paauw 2007). 
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Figure 3.6. Minanha epicenter (after Paauw 2007: Figure 5).
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Discussion 

Courtyards consist of several simple and complex components ranging from basic 

architectural features to the relationship with adjacent structures. Courtyards contribute to 

the creation of public and private space, while crafting a physical and metaphysical 

definition of home. The physical location of the courtyard, combined with the artifact 

assemblage associated with the courtyard and surrounding structures assist archaeologists 

in creating a definition of the courtyard and understanding its function. The analysis of 

varying mechanisms of the courtyard, leads to a multidimensional definition of 

courtyards. There are several aspects of courtyards that can be defined, such as their 

function, which is arguably the most vital component for archaeologists. The 

aforementioned examples lead us to several inferences about courtyards. Courtyards did 

not serve a single utilitarian purpose, but instead served a variety of functions. The 

functions of the courtyard served the courtyard itself, as well as the surrounding 

structures. The smaller, supporting structures, which surround the courtyard, are key in 

revealing the function of the courtyard. Through excavation, archaeologists can deduce 

that these spaces served a wide range of activities. Courtyards located behind 

monumental architecture or significant architectural features, such as major plazas, 

facilitated the events that occurred within the sites, while reinforcing the power of the 

elite. 
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Research Questions 

The following research questions were designed to better identify and understand 

the exact uses of Courtyard A-3 at Chan Chich, since courtyards were multifunctional 

and varied architecturally. The following research questions will also help in 

understanding the multiple components of Courtyard A-3.  

The research goals for excavation in the Back Plaza were generated proposed to 

better understand the form, function, and chronology of Courtyard A-3 (Vazquez 2013). 

Since no excavations were conducted in the Back Plaza prior to the summer of 2014, 

there was no precedent set for what to expect. The research questions that directed the 

2014 excavations in the Back Plaza were: 

 How many construction episodes are present at Courtyard A-3 and what are their

ages? 

 During what time period was Courtyard A-3 used the most?

 What are the various ages of the surrounding structures and their construction

phases? 

 What is the architectural layout of each of the surrounding structures?

 Do specific structures have increased numbers of middens present behind them or

near them, if any? 

 Are there any visible relationships between Courtyard A-3 and Courtyard A-4 and

its surrounding structures? 
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 How is Courtyard A-3 related to the rest of the site and specifically the Upper

Plaza? 

Ultimately, however, the goal of this thesis was to address how Courtyard A-3 

functioned as an architectural space in the Chan Chich site core. Was the courtyard an elite 

space used by elites, or was it perhaps an elite space used by non-elites? Was it a residential 

group, or did it have some other service function related to the Upper Plaza, to which it is 

attached? Can the artifacts and architecture at the group illuminate the answers to these 

questions? 
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Chapter IV 

Methodology 

Provenience Information 

Documenting provenience information in archaeology is extremely important. 

The CCAP uses a hierarchical provenience system described by Houk (2014). The 

highest level of provenience is the site, in this case Chan Chich, which is abbreviated CC 

in the project database and recording system. Excavations in the Back Plaza were 

assigned their own operation, Operation (Op) CC-13, which indicates a specific area 

within the site of Chan Chich. OP CC-13, is the 13th operation conducted at Chan Chich. 

Suboperations (units) were assigned alphabetically; thus, the first suboperation was 

designated Suboperation CC-13-A. Op CC-13 consisted of a total of 14 suboperations 

(A–N). A suboperation is an archaeological unit that is under a designated operation for 

the site. Each suboperation was oriented on a north-south or east-west direction. 

A lot is a designated level or feature within a suboperation and can either be 

arbitrarily predetermined or be based on cultural material, architectural features, and 

changes in the matrix. Each lot is then assigned a sequential number. Lot numbers were 

added after the site code (CC), Operation number (13), suboperation distinction (i.e. A). 

Thus the first lot excavated in the Back Plaza was Lot CC-13-A-1. 
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As previously stated, the 2014 excavations of Courtyard A-3 took place during the first 

summer session of the CCAP, which lasted 28 days. Field school students participated in 

the Texas Tech Field School in Maya Archaeology and conducted excavations under the 

supervision of CCAP Project Director, Brett A. Houk, Operations Director Edgar Vazquez, 

and Suboperation Directors Ashley Booher and Tony Mouton. On most days, one or more 

local laborer assisted with the excavations. Excavation methodologies and recording 

procedures followed the guidelines set in the La Milpa Core Project Field Manual (Houk 

and Zaro 2011), although CCAP incorporates a FileMaker Pro relational database that uses 

iPads to record the necessary information rather than paper forms (Houk 2014). After 

clearing undergrowth, suboperations in the Back Plaza were positioned based on visual 

inspection of each cleared structure and courtyard space (Table 4.1.). As discussed in 

Vazquez (2013), the research design proposed initial excavations near the centerline of 

Structures A-23, A-24, and A-25 and a test pit in the center of the courtyard to establish a 

construction chronology for Courtyard A-3 (Figure 4.1.). 

Table 4.1 List of Suboperations in Courtyard A-3 

OP Suboperation Location Size (m) Lots 

13 A A-23 1 x 4 5 

13 B 
Center of 
Courtyard 

2 x 2 2 

13 C A-25 2 x 4 4 

13 D A-23 1 x 4 7 

13 E A-25 1 x 4 6 

13 F A-25 1 x 5 7 

13 G A-23 1.5 x 3 10 

13 H A-25 2 x 4 12 

13 I A-23 1 x 2.5 5 

13 J A-23 1 x 3 4 

13 K A-23 2 x 2 5 

Excavation Methodologies 

13 L A-23 1.5 x 1.5 5 

13 M A-23 1.5 x 1.5 4 

13 N A-23 2 x 2 3 

13 ST Shovel Tests -- 7 (units) 
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Shovel Test Methodology 

Shovel tests were proposed behind Structures A-23, A-24, and A-25 at intervals of 

5 m in order to create a grid from the base of the mounds to 10 m out from the base 

(Vazquez 2013). The goal of the shovel test project was to locate middens, which would 

then be excavated using 1-x-1-m sample units. Shovel tests were excavated as lots within 

Suboperation (Subop) CC-13-ST in natural levels, according to matrix changes. To 

accommodate this methodology, shovel tests were recorded on a specialized version of the 

iPad lot form that allowed the excavator to assign levels to each lot number. The excavator 

recorded Munsell color, soil texture, and thickness for each level. Each shovel test was 

excavated until bedrock was reached. Artifacts from each shovel test were collected and 

analyzed. 

Modifications to Methodologies 

Excavation and shovel test methodologies were adjusted for on-the-ground 

conditions. The amount of vegetation from fallen trees and excessive undergrowth 

hindered excavations on the northern side of Structure A-24. Excessive amounts of 

collapse debris and proximity to Chan Chich Lodge’s visitor trails obstructed excavations 
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on the southern side of the structure. In an attempt to optimize field time, Structure A-24 

was not excavated during the 2014 season, and modifications to the proposed shovel tests 

were made. Limitations, for example, were placed on shovel testing, as well as the 

placement of units. For several reasons—including the adjacency of Chan Chich visitor 

trails, and the initial shovel test results—the shovel-testing program was cancelled after 

seven test pits. 
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Figure 4.1 Map of proposed suboperations and shovel tests. 
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FileMaker Pro Database 

In place of the traditional paper methodology to share data between field directors 

and the lab, an electronic system was used. This was accomplished by utilizing a 

relational database, deployed on iPads, to create and store a hierarchy of field forms, all 

of which were integrated through FileMaker Pro (Houk 2012). As opposed to paper 

copies, the CCAP relational database automatically populate various fields in the forms 

based on information from other, related forms (Houk 2014). The electronic forms enable 

the user to upload photos of specific features, suboperations, or artifacts and link them to 

a desired form. Sketch maps can also be added to the forms. Information can be exported 

and shared with multiple users on various iPads and the lab with ease (Houk 2014). The 

electronic system significantly increased the project’s productivity and enabled directors 

to worry less about keeping track of several paper forms and protecting them from the 

tropical elements. As noted by Houk (2012, 2014) one of the greatest benefits of this 

system is its employment after fieldwork is conducted and reporting and analyses starts. 

Accessing a desired Suboperation Definition form quickly links each Lot form (Figure 

4.2.) created in the field, easily determines number of samples collected, and allows the 

user to review sketch maps, profiles, and other features (Houk 2012). Accessing lab data 

post-excavation is also an extremely beneficial component of the system, giving artifacts 

a selectable context (Houk 2012). At the start of the field season a single iPad was used in 

the Back Plaza, but as suboperations and lots numbers increased, interchanging a single 

iPad with multiple directors became convoluted. The incorporation of a second iPad 

alleviated this problem, enhanced workflow, and increased data collection. At the end of 
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every other workday, all iPads were synced by lab director Lori Phillips into the master 

database on the project computer that was located in the lab. 

Figure 4.2. Example of blank lot form. 
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Artifact and Sample Collection 

Artifacts from each lot were collected in Tyvek bags according to classification. 

Artifact bags were then labeled with the proper provenience information, and paper tags 

were inserted in the bags containing the same provenience information and artifact count 

to facilitate analyses by the lab. As lots were closed, artifact bags were collected and taken 

to the lab for processing. Charcoal samples for radiocarbon dating were collected using 

trowels or tweezers and were placed in aluminum foil packets. Sample forms were 

subsequently filled out on the iPad (Figure 4.3.). Additional samples like faunal bone were 

also collected similar to artifacts and taken to the lab to be analyzed. 

Matrix from lots producing substantial cultural deposits was thoroughly screened, but 

is important to note only two lots were screened, as discussed in greater detail in the 

ensuing chapter. In most cases, the excavated matrix was visually sorted in the field. 
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Figure 4.3. Example of Blank Sample Form. 

Laboratory Methods 

The laboratory methods used for excavations in the Back Plaza were outlined by 

Nettleton (2013) in the 2013 Chan Chich interim report and were subsequently updated 

by Phillips (2014) for the 2014 Chan Chich interim report, with the most significant 
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updates occurring in the analysis of lithics. Artifact bags from closed lots were checked 

in at the end of the workday and on occasions throughout it (Nettleton 2014). Artifact 

bags were then placed in a designated trunk and checked in using the FileMaker Pro 

database system. The process of checking in artifact bags was beneficial in ensuring 

artifacts collected in the field made it to the lab. Artifacts would subsequently be 

processed. The various artifacts were washed carefully using a toothbrush to remove dirt, 

without damage. Washed artifacts were arranged on drying racks with items of same 

provenience association and artifact category; the artifact bag containing the provenience 

information was also included (Figure 4.4.). Students conducted these lab procedures on 

their assigned lab days. Checked artifacts were cataloged, labeled, photographed, and 

shelved if further analysis was necessary. 
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Figure 4.4. Example of artifacts placed on drying racks. 

Analyzing ceramics is a pivotal part of any archaeological excavation; it helps 

establish a timeline of occupation and can reveal significant data about the culture. 

Ceramics approximately the size of a quarter (10 mm) or larger in diameter were 

collected in artifact bags and taken to the lab to be processed. The ceramics collection 

from the Back Plaza was analyzed by Dr. Fred Valdez, Jr. and Dr. Lauren A. Sullivan 
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(2014) using the long established type: variety-mode system of analysis, which has 

proved successful across numerous sites in the Maya lowlands. 

Lab director Lori Phillips on site conducted the lithic and faunal analysis. Faunal 

samples were collected and processed. Cataloged lithics were classified into various 

forms and subforms and analyzed by measuring the length, width, thickness, and weight, 

as well as noting any use wear and retouch (Nettleton 2013; Phillips 2014). The 

information was subsequently recorded on an Artifact Analysis form in the FileMaker 

Pro Database and analyzed artifacts were designated a unique Spec. number (Houk 2014; 

Phillips 2014). Lithic tools, ground stones, and obsidian artifacts were labeled with their 

designated Spec. numbers using a fine point, acid free pen away from any edges to avoid 

impairment to future edge analysis (Nettleton 2013; Phillips 2014). The Spec. numbers 

were then sealed using a solution of Acryloid B-72 (Nettleton 2013). Artifacts were 

placed on black felt to be photographed using natural or LED lights. As outlined by 

Phillips (2014), lithic artifact photos were taken using field cameras. For further 

information concerning lab procedures, reference the 2014 field season lab manual, 

updated by Phillips (2014). 
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Chapter V 

Excavation Results 

This chapter presents the results of the excavations in and around Courtyard A-3 

in 2014, expanding on the preliminary results, which were published as a chapter in the 

CCAP’s 2014 field report (see Vazquez et al. 2014). The results are described and 

analyzed chronologically by structure or area to make it clear how adjustments were 

made to our excavation strategy according to the form and preservation of each 

individual structure. Furthermore, this organization reflects the changing and developing 

research questions that ensued as the excavations progressed. In all, crews excavated 14 

suboperations, targeting Structures A-23 and A-24, as well as the courtyard floor, and 

seven shovel tests over the course of the 28-day field season (Figure 5.1.). Chapter 6 

describes the artifacts recovered by the excavations. In Chapter 7, the architecture and 

artifactual data are considered together to discuss the chronology, form, and function of 

Courtyard A-3 and its structures. 
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Figure 5.1. Map of excavations and shovel tests in the Back Plaza (after Vazquez et al. 

2014: Figure 4.2). 

Courtyard Test Pit 

Subop CC-13-B was a 2-x-2-m test pit located in the center of Courtyard A-3 and 

was the only unit located on the courtyard floor. The purpose of this unit was to establish 

the construction chronology for the courtyard by identifying the number of courtyard 

flooring episodes. The topsoil (Lot CC-13-B-1) of the unit consisted of cobble fill in clay 

matrix approximately 0.25-.30 m thick. Lot CC-13-B-2 was approximately 0.40 m thick 

and contained larger construction fill in a clay matrix layer overlying bedrock (Figure 

5.2.). Bedrock was located approximately 0.55 m below the surface. The single layer of 

construction fill suggests a single courtyard construction episode. However, no 

architectural features such as a plaster floor were distinguishable during excavations or 
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profiles due to the clay loam matrix. A possible dirt floor could have also been used. The 

only artifacts uncovered were ceramic sherds and two micro obsidian blades. The 

ceramic sherds date to the Late Classic period, suggesting the only construction phase of 

the courtyard floor occurred during this period (Table 5.1.). Thus, excavations of the only 

courtyard test pit uncovered a single construction phase dating to the Late Classic period. 

Figure 5.2. West wall profile of Subop CC-13-B. 

Table 5.1. Summary of Lots from Courtyard A-3 

Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-B 1 Topsoil 90 Late Classic 
Obsidian 

Blades (2) 

CC-13-B 2 
Construction 

Fill 
70 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage (30) 
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Structure A-23 Excavations 

Structure A-23 is located on the western side of Courtyard A-3 and is 

approximately 49 m long, 1.5 to 2 m high, and 10 m wide. However, the southern end of 

the structure is higher than the rest of the structure and measures approximately 3 m tall. 

Structure A-23 connects to Structure A-24 and the Upper Plaza’s 7-m high platform. A 

total of seven units was opened on the centerline of the structure forming a 13-m long 

trench. On the southern end of the structure a block of two units was opened. 

During inspection of Structure A-23, vault stones were visible on the surface of 

the mound. However, the mound itself is too low to have supported a vaulted structure 

expect perhaps at its southern end. There were several other robbed vault stones in 

individual units, which are described in greater detail in each distinct suboperation. 

Central Portion of the Structure 

Excavations in Courtyard A-3 on Structure A-23 began with the opening of Subop 

CC-13-A. Subop CC-13-A was placed on the centerline of the structure on its eastern 

side in an east-west orientation (see Figure 5.1). This unit was a 1-x-4-m unit that 

extended from the courtyard floor up the eastern face of the mound. The purpose of this 

unit was to find architectural features that could reveal the form of the structure. 

Moreover, potentially finding a cache at the base of the structure would have provided 

dateable material. Subop CC-13-A’s location allowed for expansion on all sides. 
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Initially, excavations encountered a thick layer of collapse debris and melted 

plaster, which made potential floor surfaces almost undistinguishable. Collapse debris 

from Lot CC-13-A-2 yielded 85 ceramic sherds dating to the Late Classic period 2-3, 

while sherds collected from Lot CC-13-A-4 (Plaster Floor) suggest a date to the Terminal 

Classic period (Table 5.2). A platform face (Lot CC-13-A-5) was discovered near the 

western end of the unit, sitting on top of a plaster floor (Lot CC-13-A-4). The platform 

feature is approximately 0.20 m high and 0.75 m wide going east to west (Figure 5.3.). 

The exposed portion of the platform was three stones high and four stones across; 

however, one stone was mistakenly removed prior to documentation. These were the only 

architectural features found in this suboperation (Figure 5.4.). The platform feature and 

floor are the initial architectural features that slowly revealed the form of Structure A-23. 

Table 5.2. Summary of Lots from Suboperation CC-13-A. 

Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-A 1 Topsoil 13 Late Classic 
Obsidian 

Blade (1) 

CC-13-A 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
85 Late Classic Metate (1) 

CC-13-A 3 
Other 

Surface 

No Ceramic 

Data 

No Ceramic 

Data 
N/A 

CC-13-A 4 
Plaster 

Floor 
31 

Terminal 

Classic 

CC-13-A 5 
Platform 

Face 
Unexcavated Unexcavated 
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Figure 5.3. Platform Face in Subop CC-13-A including Lots CC-13-A-3, and -A-4, 

western view.
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Figure 5.4. South wall profile from Subop CC-13-A. 

The second suboperation opened on Structure A-23 was Subop CC-13-D. This 

unit was a 1-x-4-m excavation extending west from the western end of Subop CC-13-A. 

Subop CC-13-D was placed higher on the structure to potentially expose more of the 

platform surface uncovered in Subop CC-13-A and to uncover more architectural features 

pertaining to the form and possibly function of the structure. 

During the excavations of collapse debris (Lot CC-13-D-2), a vault stone was 

uncovered protruding from the southern wall of the unit. The vault stone was left in place 

since it extended into the wall of the unit. A second vault stone was discovered elsewhere 

in the unit in Lot CC-13-D-2 and was removed since it was not clearly associated with 

any architectural features. 
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Subop CC-13-D was the first unit to uncover intact architecture associated with 

the building on the central part of Structure A-23’s platform. An alignment of cut stones 

was uncovered forming a low wall (Lot CC-13-D-6) running north to south. The low wall 

was located about 0.5-m from the eastern end of the unit under a 0.88-m thick layer of 

collapse debris (Lot CC-13-D-2). Ceramics collected from Lot CC-13-D-2 span the Late 

Classic through the Terminal Classic periods (Table 5.3.). The wall was approximately 

0.35 m wide and 0.42 m high and made of poorly preserved cut limestone blocks ranging 

from 18 cm to 30 cm wide. The wall sat on a poorly preserved plaster floor (Lot CC-13-

D-7) that was barely distinguishable in profile, and covered the rest of the unit on the 

western side (Figure 5.5). The floor and wall are interpreted to be part of a room in a 

building with low masonry walls. 

On the west side of the wall, inside the room, a deposit of ashy matrix and burned 

limestone (Lot CC-13-D-4) was uncovered resting on the floor in the room. The deposit 

covered approximately 65 cm by 50 cm in the unit and was 25 cm thick. Approximately 

70 ceramics were recovered from the deposit, dating to the Late Classic period. A ground 

stone fragment was also found. A soil sample of very dark gray (7.5YR3/1) and ashy soil 

was collected. 
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Table 5.3. Summary of Lots Suboperation CC-13-D. 

Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-D 1 Topsoil 10 Late Classic  Shell (2) 

CC-13-D 2 
Collapsed 

Debris 
28 

Late Classic and 

Terminal Classic 

CC-13-D 3 
Collapsed 

Debris 
46 Late Classic 

CC-13-D 4 
Problematic 

Deposit 
88 Late Classic Mano (1) 

CC-13-D 5 
Collapsed 

Debris 
2 Late Classic 

CC-13-D 6 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-D 7 
Plaster 

Floor 
Unexcavated Unexcavated 
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Figure 5.5. South wall profile of Subop CC-13-D. 

Subop CC-13-I was a 1-x-2.5-m unit placed north of Subop CC-13-D. The 

purpose of Subop CC-13-I was to expose the wall that runs north to south and the burned 

feature in Subop CC-13-D. The low wall originally uncovered in Subop CC-13-D was 

discovered 0.30 m below a layer of collapse debris in Subop CC-13-I-2. A vault stone 

was also uncovered near the north wall of the unit. After verifying the vault stone was not 

associated with any architectural features, it was removed. The burned feature was also 

exposed in the unit and was resting on the floor in the room. As excavation progressed, 

soil color and texture increasingly changed to an ashy very dark gray (7.5YR3/1) matrix. 

To prevent artifact contamination the burned feature was assigned its own lot number 
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(Lot CC-13-I-3). Approximately 200 ceramic sherds were collected from the first burned 

feature (Lot CC-13-I-3). A second burned feature (CC-13-I-4) was located approximately 

15 to 20 cm below the first burned feature (Lot CC-13-I-3) and was sitting on top of a 

plaster floor (Lot CC-13-I-5). After excavating through the first burned feature the matrix 

changed color and became lighter due to compacted soil and plaster. The layer of dirt and 

plaster was a few centimeters thick and distinguishing a plaster floor was almost 

impossible. The second burned feature was most likely a continuation of the first, but a 

separate lot number (Lot CC-13-I-4) was assigned the second burned feature (Figure 

5.6.). The dark gray ashy soil became more prominent after troweling through the layer 

of compacted dirt and plaster. The same dark gray ashy soil from the first burned feature 

matched the second burned feature. A second matrix sample was collected from this 

portion of the burned feature. A concentration of ceramics from the second burned 

feature (CC-13-I-4) was located in a 0.5-x-0.5-m area near the middle of the southern end 

of the unit, west of the low lying wall. Approximately 950 ceramic sherds were collected 

from this area. The matrix color began to change in color and progressively became 

lighter as excavations uncovered the plaster floor (CC-13-I-5). All the ceramics collected 

from Subop CC-13-I suggested Late Classic period occupation (Table 5.4.). 
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CC-13-I 4 
Problematic 

Deposit 
943 Late Classic 

CC-13-I 5 Plaster Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

Figure 5.6. Photo of Lots CC-13-I-2 and I-4, view facing east. 

Table 5.4. Summary of Lots from Suboperation CC-13-I. 

Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-I 1 Topsoil 21 Late Classic 

CC-13-I 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
23 Late Classic 

CC-13-I 3 
Problematic 

Deposit 
200 Late Classic 
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Subop CC-13-L was a 1.5-x-1.5-m unit opened directly north of Subop CC-13-I. 

The purpose of Subop CC-13-L was to further uncover the low wall and burned feature 

previously discovered. Two vault stones were exposed near the southern wall of the unit 

and were removed after verifying they did not have any architectural association. The low 

wall, burned feature, and underlying plaster floor extended into Subop CC-13-L. The 

plaster floor from Lot CC-13-L-3 is equivalent to Lot CC-13-I-5. A thick layer of 

collapse debris and melted plaster covered the floor, wall, and burned feature, making it 

difficult to accurately distinguish plaster floor from collapse. The southern end of the unit 

was excavated deeper to verify that we were indeed on the floor in the room. Excavations 

passed the apparent floor surface (Lot CC-13-L-3), subfloor fill was uncovered, and 

another plaster floor, which was labeled Lot CC-13-L-4, was discovered approximately 

0.30-m below the uppermost floor. It was determined that the eastern wall of the building 

sat on top of the older floor (Lot CC-13-L-4), which was preserved better than the one 

above it (Figure 5.7.). The two floors and wall were the only architectural features 

uncovered in Subop CC-13-L. Ceramics sherds collected from Subop CC-13-L yielded a 

date of occupation during the Late Classic period (Table 5.5.). 
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CC-13-L 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
31 Late Classic 

CC-13-L 3 
Problematic 

Deposit 
32 Late Classic 

CC-13-L 4 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

Figure 5.7. Photo of Lots CC-13-L-3 and -4 and the wall (Lot CC-13-L-5), view to the 

east (after Vazquez et al. 2014: Figure 4.3) 

Suboperation CC-13-J was a 1-x-3-m unit located west of Suboperation CC-13-D; 

it extended from the top (middle) to the western side of Structure A-23. Subop CC-13-J 

exposed more of the room discovered in Subops CC-13-D, -I, and -L and more of the 

burned feature from the previous units. Subop CC-13-J continued the line of contiguous 

units across Structure A-23 that was started by Subop CC-13-A. During excavations of 

Table 5.5. Summary of Lots from Suboperation CC-13-L. 

Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-L 1 Topsoil 17 Terminal Classic 
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the topsoil (Lot CC-13-J-1) a vault stone was uncovered and removed. The unit contained 

approximately 0.60 m of collapse debris overlying an eroded plaster floor (Lot CC-13-J-

4). The eroded floor was the only architectural feature recognized in the unit, but it was 

determined later that excavators accidentally destroyed a north-south oriented wall 

crossing the suboperation’s eastern half. The wall was poorly preserved, and the thick 

layer of collapse debris and melted plaster made it difficult to distinguish the wall during 

excavations. Due to the continuation of the un-broken floor surface, it was evident that 

the wall was built on top of the floor. In profile, the wall is approximately 1 m wide and 

0.55 m tall. As described below, this wall continued into Subop CC-13-M to the north. 

Another burned feature was discovered near the western end of Subop CC-13-J. 

The matrix was a very dark gray and was similar to the matrix in the other suboperations. 

Like the previously discovered burned features, the one in Subop CC-13-J was 

designated its own lot number (Lot CC-13-J-3) to avoid artifact contamination. 

Approximately 100 ceramic sherds associated with this feature were recovered, dating to 

the Late Classic period (Table 5.6.). Additionally, a soil sample was collected from this 

lot and sent to the lab for further analysis. 

A mano and a chert core and were recovered from the collapse debris (Lot CC-13-

J-2) overlying the plaster floor and burned feature. A granite metate was also uncovered 

alongside six more manos sitting on the floor near the northern edge of the suboperation. 

Faunal bone was found near the southern end of the unit; a total of seven pieces was 

collected and sent to the lab for further analysis. Lori Phillips (personal communication, 
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2014) identified the largest piece of bone, measuring approximately 15 cm long, as a deer 

long bone. 

Table 5.6. Summary of Lots from Suboperation CC-13-J. 

Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-J 1 Topsoil 9 Terminal Classic 

CC-13-J 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
109 Late Classic Mano (1) 

CC-13-J 3 
Problematic 

Deposit 
91 Late Classic 

Metate (1), 

Manos (4) 

CC-13-J 4 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated Faunal Bone (7) 

Subop CC-13-M was a 1.5-x-2-m unit placed directly north of Subop CC-13-J on 

the western side of Structure A-23. The unit was oriented east to west. Subop CC-13-M 

was opened to further expose the burned feature and concentration of ground stone 

artifacts discovered in Subop CC-13-J. Subop CC-13-M exposed the plaster floor that 

was present in other units and also uncovered two low-lying walls. One of the newly 

uncovered walls ran directly east to west and was noted in the profile of the northern wall 

of Subop CC-13-M. The wall is approximately 0.8 m high and consists of poorly 

preserved cut stone blocks. The second wall was uncovered in the profile of the eastern 

wall of Subop CC-13-M and was oriented north to south. As noted above, a portion of 

this wall was accidently destroyed during excavations in Subop CC-13-J by field school 

students. However, the wall remained intact in the eastern profile of Subop CC-13-M. 

Due to time constraints, excavation were not be expanded to expose more of the walls, 

but the two intersecting walls suggest Suboperation CC-13-M was situated in the 

northeast corner of a room. 
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Inside the room, Subop CC-13-M consisted of four main lot types: topsoil (Lot 

CC-13-M-1), collapse debris (Lot CC-13-M-2), another burned feature (Lot CC-13-M-3), 

and a poorly preserved plaster floor (CC-13-M-4). Two vaults stones were uncovered 

near the southwest corner of the unit in Lot CC-13-M-2. Artifacts from excavated in 

collapse debris consisted of approximately 300 ceramic sherds, rim pieces, two lithic 

tools, obsidian micro blade, a spear point, and a thin chert biface. Two upside down 

vessels, apparently broken in situ, were discovered near the northeast corner of the unit 

(Figure 5.8.). Each of these vessels were Tinaja red vessel rims, which were most likely 

used as water jugs (Figure 5.11.). The matrix became progressively dark gray in color, to 

indicating excavators that they were reaching another burned feature. As a result, the lot 

was closed and Lot CC-13-M-3 was opened. Lot CC-13-M-3 contained the entire burned 

feature, which extended across the unit. After excavating through the burned feature, the 

soil progressively became lighter in color turning into a tan color. The burned feature was 

sitting on top of a poorly preserved plaster floor (Lot CC-13-M-4). 

In Lot CC-13-M-3 (burned feature), a thin spear point made of northern Belize 

chert (Houk, personal communication, 2014) with a well-defined base was uncovered. 

The distal portion of the spear point was missing (Figure 5.9.). Multiple lithic tools 

including bifaces and cores, two metates, six manos (Figure 5.10.), 30 debitage flakes, 

approximately 250 ceramic sherds, and five obsidian blades were also found. Lot CC-13-

M-3 produced the most artifacts in the Back Plaza, and the ceramic sherds collected 

suggest a date of occupation during the Late Classic period (Table 5.7.). 
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Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-M 1 Topsoil 11 Late Classic 

CC-13-M 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
232 Late Classic 

Lithic Tools (3), 

Obsidian Blade 

(1), Spear point 

(1) 

CC-13-M 3 
Problematic 

Deposit 

3 Vessels & 

865 
Late Classic 

Lithic Tools (5), 

Faunal Bone (1), 

Obsidian (3),  

Ground stones 

(8) 

CC-13-M 4 
Plaster 

Floor 
Unexcavated Unexcavated 

Table 5.7. Summary of Lots from center of Structure A-23. 
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Figure 5.8. Inverted Tinaja Red vessel, metate fragment (right center), and mano (below 

metate in the photograph) from Lot CC-13-M-3. 
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Figure 5.9. Chert spear point from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec. # CC0756-01) (after Vazquez 

et al. 2014: Figure 4.5.). 

Figure 5.10. Mano from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec. # CC0758-04) (after Vazquez et al. 2014: 

Figure 4.6.). 
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Figure 5.11. Tinaja Red rims from Lot CC-13-M-3 (after Valdez and Sullivan: Figure 

9.3.). 

Subop CC-13-N was a 2-x-2-m unit located west of Subops CC-13-J and -M. 

Subop CC-13-N and -M were placed on the western side of Structure of A-23 in an 

attempt to find the back of the building and to continue to expose the burned features 

discovered in Subops CC-13-J and –M. The resulting excavation of Subop CC-13-N 

failed to uncover evidence of the burned feature, which was presumed to extend from 

previous units into this one. Workers accidently excavated through Lot CC-13-N-1 

(Topsoil) and most of Lot CC-13-N-2 (Collapse Debris), stopping right above a poorly 

preserved plaster floor CC-13-N-3, which is equivalent to the one found in Lot CC-13-M-

4. 

The only architectural features discovered was the plaster floor, which is also 

visible in other suboperations. The only material remains recovered were four lithic tools, 
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a biface, a mano, and a total of 177 ceramics (Table 5.8.). Fifty-five ceramics were 

collected from Lot CC-13-N-1, while 122 were collected from Lot CC-13-N-2. The 

ceramic sherds from both lots suggest a Late Classic period occupation. Overall, the 

excavations failed to uncover the western wall of the room or the edge of the platform, 

presumably because the edge of the platform collapsed. 

Table 5.8. Summary of Lots from Suboperation CC-13-N 

Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-N 1 Topsoil 55 Late Classic 
Mano (1), Lithic 

Tools (6) 

CC-13-N 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
122 Late Classic 

Lithic Tool (1), 

Obsidian (1) 

CC-13-N 3 
Plaster 

Floor 
Unexcavated Unexcavated 

Southern End of Structure A-23 

Subops CC-13-G and -K continued excavations on Structure A-23, but were 

located on the southwestern edge of the mound near its interface with Structure A-24. 

The topography on the southwestern end of the mound is very different from the rest of 

the structure. The mound is approximately 3 m tall on its southwestern end. Subop CC-

13-G was a 1.5-x-3-m unit located near the top of the structure extending down on the 

eastern side. The unit was opened to find any intact architectural features and to 

investigate an alignment of stones visible on the surface of the mound. Subop CC-13-K 

was a 2-x-2-m located directly north of Subop CC-13-G on the eastern slope of Structure 

A-23. Suboperation CC-13-K was opened to expand on the architectural features found in 

unit CC-13-G. 
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Evidence for two different construction phases and a remodeling episode are 

present at the southern end of Structure A-23. The phases are discussed from oldest to 

most recent and are not discussed separately by suboperation, following Vazquez et al. 

(2014). The earliest documented construction phase of Structure A-23 is represented by a 

well-preserved doorway jamb (Lot CC-13-G-8) and a wall (Lot CC-13-G-9) associated 

with a plaster floor (Lot CC-13-G-10) in a room (Figure 5.12.). The wall is oriented north 

to south and forms the eastern side of the earlier version of Structure A-23’s southern 

end. The doorway jamb is well preserved and is approximately 0.5 m wide and 2 m high. 

The doorway jamb sits on a plaster floor that has an elevation of 118.6 m. This is all that 

is known of this phase of construction. The southern side of the doorway was not found 

in the excavation units, and only a small area of the interior floor was exposed before 

excavations ceased (Vazquez et al. 2014). The height of the preserved portions of the 

doorway jamb suggests the earlier version of the building may have been vaulted. 

Information relating to the exterior of the building from this phase is unknown. The age 

of the earlier phase is also unknown. 
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Figure 5.12. North wall profile of Subop CC-13-G (after Vazquez et al. 2014: Figure 

4.7.). 

During the second construction phase, significant modifications were made to the 

southern end of Structure A-23. The doorway jamb was blocked off on the eastern edge 
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with a wall (Lot CC-13-G-9) composed of roughly-shaped stones that extended from the 

floor of the room to 1.15 m high. Only the western face of this wall was exposed in our 

excavations, but Vazquez et al. (2014) interpret the wall as a possible construction pen 

associated with a renovation of the exterior platform of the building. Inside the doorway 

and the room, west of this wall, the room was filled with 1.15 m of dry-laid cobble and 

boulder fill (Lot CC-13-G-7). The ceramics in the fill suggest a Late Classic 2 date for 

this phase of construction (Vazquez et al. 2014). The construction pen wall and fill were 

capped with a plaster floor (Lot CC-13-G-5) covering the interior of the room and 

extending through the doorway onto an exterior platform. Excavations uncovered a step 

(Lot CC-13-G-4) associated with this platform near the eastern edge of Subops CC-13-G 

and -K (Figure 5.13.). The step is composed of nicely cut stones, three courses high, and 

extends from the southern edge of Subop CC-13-G to 3 m north, at which point it either 

ended or was no longer preserved (Vazquez et al. 2014). 
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Figure 5.13. Orthophoto of architectural features in Subops CC-13-G and -K, the 

excavation area measures 5-m north-south by 3.5-m east-west at a maximum height (after 

Vazquez et al. 2014: Figure 4.8). 
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The doorway jamb, originally associated with a full-height masonry wall, was 

part of a half-height wall in this phase of the building (Figure 5.14.). This suggests that 

either the earlier phase had not been vaulted or that the vault was removed as part of the 

renovation. This is likely since the newly created room—with its floor surface over 1.2 m 

higher than the earlier floor—would have been too low to have a vault (Vazquez et al. 

2014). The dismantling of the vaulted roof during renovations might explain the high 

frequency of vault stones noted in other areas of Structure A-23. It is possible the vault 

stones were recycled as construction material. 

Excavations exposed the eastern face of the wall (Lot CC-13-K-4) extending 0.5 

m north of the doorway jamb before cornering or becoming too poorly preserved to 

detect. During this phase, the structure was remodeled at least once before being 

abandoned. The floor in the room was covered in a 15-cm thick layer of dry-laid cobble 

fill, which was subsequently capped by a poorly preserved floor (Lot CC-13-G-5). The 

plaster floor possibly extended from the western edge of the room’s wall to the west, 

signifying a low step would have been present immediately inside the room. The 

construction material above the remodeled floor consists entirely of collapse debris. 

Excavations on the southern end of Structure A-23 were quite challenging, but it 

is evident the structure underwent two major construction phases and one remodeling. 

The well-constructed eastern wall of the building was used during both construction 

episodes, although the interior of the building must have changed considerably. The 

function of the southern end of the structure remains unknown because the room was 

minimally exposed. 
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In sum, Structure A-23 consisted of at least two different construction phases both 

dating to the Late Classic period, while occupation continued into the Terminal Classic 

period. Excavations on the southern end of Structure A-23 also revealed two distinct 

construction episodes. The date of the earliest construction phase is unknown, however 

ceramics collected from Lot CC-13-G-6 date to the Late Preclassic period, although the 

sample size is very small (Table 5.9.). The second construction phase occurred sometime 

during the Late Classic period. 
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Figure 5.14. Photograph of the doorway jamb in Subop CC-13-G (after 

Vazquez et al. 2014: Figure 4.9) 
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Table 5.9. Summary of Lots from the southern end of Structure A-23. 

Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-G 1 Topsoil 44 
Late Classic and 

Terminal Classic 

Lithic Debitage 

(54) 

CC-13-G 2 
Collapse 

Debris 

No Ceramic 

Data 
No Ceramic Data N/A 

CC-13-G 3 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated N/A 

CC-13-G 4 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated N/A 

CC-13-G 5 
Other 

Surface 
5 Terminal Classic 

Lithic Debitage 

(3) 

CC-13-G 6 
Construction 

Fill 
11 Late Preclassic 

Lithic Debitage 

(6) 

CC-13-G 7 
Construction 

Fill 
26 

Late Classic and 

Terminal Classic 

Lithic Debitage 

(7) 

CC-13-G 8 Door Jamb Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-G 9 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-G 10 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-K 1 Topsoil 5 Terminal Classic Lithic Tool (1) 

CC-13-K 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
36 Late Classic 

Lithic Debitage 

(10) 

CC-13-K 3 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-K 4 Door Jamb Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-K 5 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

Excavations on Structure A-25 

Structure A-25 excavations began with the opening of Subop CC-13-C on the 

centerline of the mound. Subop CC-13-C was a 2-x-4-m unit located at the base of the 

structure and extending 4 m up the western side of the mound. The unit was opened to find 

a cache or other datable material and provide information regarding the architectural form 

of the structure. 
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Several vault stones were discovered during excavations through collapse debris 

(Figure 5.15.). An eroded plaster floor (Lot CC-13-C-3) was uncovered throughout the 

whole unit (Figure 5.16.). The plaster floor had a slight slope inclining up to Structure A-

25, but the unit was placed too far west on the mound to expose any other intact 

architecture. 

A 2-x-1-m subunit was opened inside Subop CC-13-C to narrow the scope of 

excavations through the floor. Immediately under the floor a 30–40-cm thick layer of 

construction fill composed of small cobble rocks was present. Ceramics collected from the 

fill date to the Late Classic 2, ca. AD 700 to 800 (see Table 5.10.). A second plaster floor 

(Lot CC-13-C-4) was discovered beneath the fill. Unlike the previous plaster floor, the 

second one had a level surface. Below the second plaster floor a thin layer of subfloor fill 

approximately 10 cm thick was uncovered. Bedrock was directly under the subfloor fill. 

Ceramics from the lowest level of fill include a mixture of Late Preclassic and Late Classic 

1 sherds, suggesting the first plaster floor possibly dated to AD 600 to 700. No other 

architectural features were discovered in Subop CC-13-C, other than the two plaster floors. 

Table 5.10. Summary of Lots from Suboperation CC-13-C on Structure A-25. 

Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-C 1 Topsoil 38 Late Classic Shell (1) 

CC-13-C 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
54 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage (8) 

CC-13-C 3 
Construction 

Fill 
51 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage (7) 

CC-13-C 4 Floor 45 
Late Preclassic 

to Early Classic 
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Figure 5.15. Vault Stones from Lot CC-13-C-2. 
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Figure 5.16. Photo of Lot CC-13-C-3 and Lot CC-13-C-4. 

Suboperation CC-13-E was opened adjacent to the eastern end of Subop CC-13-C 

to try and link architectural features to the plaster floors previously discovered. Subop CC-

13-E was a 1-x-4-m unit, oriented east-west at the top of Structure A-25 (see Figure 5.1). 

The northwest corner of Subop CC-13-E aligned with the northeast corner of Subop CC-

13-C. As a means to follow the architecture uncovered in this new unit, the excavations 

were expanded to the north with Subop CC-13-H, a 2-x-4-m unit adjacent to the north edge 

of Subop CC-13-E. Additionally, Subop CC-13-F, a 1-x-5-m unit, was opened along the 

southeast corner of Subop CC-13-E in an attempt to expose the architecture of the eastern 

face of Structure A-25. The western edge of this unit overlapped with the eastern face of 

Structure A-25. 
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Under a 25-cm thick layer of collapse debris, excavations revealed a north-south 

wall (Lots CC-13-E-4/-H-4/F-4), along the easternmost edge of the suboperations. The wall 

did not contain any faced stones and was only a few courses high (26 cm). A plaster floor 

surface extended east under the wall and was exposed as Lot CC-13-F-3. Excavations 

encountered an east-west wall (Lot CC-13-E-5), which was represented by an alignment 

of rocks on the southern edge of Subop CC-13-E. The southeast corner of the rock 

alignment appears to converge with the south edge of Lot CC-14-H-4. Excavations also 

exposed an inconspicuous rock alignment (Lot CC-13-E-6), located near the western edge 

of the unit and parallel to the east wall (Vazquez et al. 2014). The rock alignment consisted 

of medium to large sized rocks and appeared to not be associated with the architecture of 

the mound or have a discernible form. However, the alignment extended across the 

combined units from south to north (Figure 5.17.). 
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Figure 5.17. Orthophoto of architecture on Structure A-23 in Subop CC-13-E,-F,-

H, overhead view. The excavated area measures 3 m north-south by 4 m east-west. 
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Table 5.11. Summary of Lots from Structure A-25 

Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Significant 

Artifacts 

CC-13-E 1 Topsoil 24 Terminal Classic 

CC-13-E 2 
Construction 

Fill 
17 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage (2) 

CC-13-E 3 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-E 4 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-E 5 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-E 6 Other Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-F 1 Topsoil 8 Late Classic 

CC-13-F 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
42 Late Classic 

Lithic Tools 

(2) 

CC-13-F 3 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-F 4 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-F 5 Other Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-F 6 Floor 9 Late Classic 

CC-13-F 7 Step Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-H 1 Topsoil 114 Late Classic 
Obsidian 

Blade (1) 

CC-13-H 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
54 Late Classic 

CC-13-H 3 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-H 4 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-H 5 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-H 6 
Construction 

Fill 
101 

Late Preclassic 

to Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage (15) 

CC-13-H 7 Floor 150 Late Classic  Shell (1) 

CC-13-H 8 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

CC-13-H 9 Midden 91 Late Preclassic Shell (33) 

CC-13-H 10 
Other 

Surface 
15 

Middle 

Preclassic to 

Late Preclassic 

CC-13-H 11 Wall 23 Late Classic 2 

CC-13-H 12 
Construction 

Fill 

No Ceramic 

Data 

No Ceramic 

Data 
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The architecture pertaining to the back (eastern side) of Structure A-25 was unclear. 

Excavations in Subop CC-13-F documented several architectural features. After 

excavating through a layer of collapse debris approximately 20 cm thick (Lot CC-13-F-2), 

a plaster floor was uncovered (Lot CC-13-F-3). Excavations did not break through the 

plaster floor. While exposing the plaster floor, a terrace platform was noticed in profile 

(Lot CC-13-F-7). The terrace face was poorly preserved and collapsed, leaving only two 

rocks visible in the profile. The terrace platform is approximately 8-10 cm lower than the 

plaster floor (CC-13-F-3). East of the first plaster floor (CC-13-F-3) and terrace platform 

(CC-13-F-7), a second plaster floor (Lot CC-13-F-6) was uncovered (Figure 5.18.). The 

second and easternmost plaster floor (CC-13-F-6) was approximately 20 cm lower than the 

terrace platform. The second floor was poorly preserved and subfloor fill was immediately 

discovered, excavations did not continue through the subfloor fill due to time constraints. 

The second plaster floor (CC-13-F-6) possibly formed a patio connected to Structure A-

25. The material assemblage collected from Subop CC-13-F consisted of few pieces of

lithic debitage, two bifaces found in collapse debris (Lot CC-13-F-2), and ceramic sherds 

suggesting a date of occupation dating to the Late Classic 2 Period (see Table 5.11.). 
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Figure 5.18. North wall profile of Subop CC-13-F. 

To gather stratigraphic information on the construction phases of Structure A-25, 

excavations were conducted through a portion (0.94 x 2.25 m) of the floor in Subop CC-

13-H-3 (Figure 5.19.). The excavated portion of the floor became Lot CC-13-H-6. Under 

the floor, subfloor fill gradually transitioned into large rocks, and voids were discovered. 

Ceramics from the construction fill included Late Preclassic through Late Classic 1 sherds 

(see Table 5.11.). A second plaster floor (Lot CC-13-H-7) was uncovered below the 

construction fill; it had a burned feature on the east edge of the unit. The fill contained Late 

Classic 1-2 sherds (see Table 5.11.). On the western edge of the subunit, an alignment of 

large rocks (Lot CC-13-H-8) sitting on top of the floor was discovered. After further 

examination of the feature, it was clear the rock alignment did not continue west and forms 

a coincidental rock alignment within the fill. However, in the western profile of the 

expanded excavations, several cut stones were visible in an alignment possibly forming 
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part of the western platform face of the building. However, due to time constraints, 

excavations were unable to fully expose the alignment of rocks. 

A midden (Lot CC-13-H-9) was uncovered a few centimeters underneath the 

subfloor fill from Lot CC-13-H-7 (Figure 5.20.). Artifacts from the midden consisted of 

abundant amounts of jute shell, other marine shell, ceramic sherds, and lithics. The ceramic 

sherds from the midden deposit date to the Late Preclassic period. The matrix from the 

midden was dark gray and progressively turned lighter towards the bottom of the midden. 

The midden was 35 cm thick and overlaid a possible original ground surface, which 

contained minimal material culture and eventually became sterile. The lot was arbitrarily 

terminated 70 cm beneath the uppermost floor (CC-13-H-6). The 15 ceramic sherds in this 

deposit (Lot CC-13-H-10) included a mix of Middle and Late Preclassic sherds (Vazquez 

et al. 2014). In sum, two construction phases were uncovered on Structure A-25 dating to 

the Late Classic period. Occupation of this structure continued on into the Terminal Classic 

period. 
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Figure 5.19. Profile of south wall subunit of Subop CC-13-H. 
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Figure 5.20. Photograph of subunit excavations in Subop CC-13-H with the buried 

midden, Lot CC-13-H-9) visible in the deepest part of the excavations, view to the 

southwest (after Vazquez et al. 2014: Figure 4.10).  

Shovel Test Results 

The first shovel test conducted in the Back Plaza was ST-01, was located behind 

the southwestern edge of Structure A-23 (see Figure 5.12). ST-01 consisted of three 

different layers including topsoil, collapse debris, and bedrock (Table 5.12.). ST-01 was 

located 5 m behind the mound but was still too close to the mound to avoid collapse debris. 

The few ceramics that were collected all date to the Late Classic 2 period. 
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Table 5.12. Shovel Test Information. 

ST-02 was located behind the western end of Structure A-24. ST-2 contained three 

layers consisting of topsoil, collapse, and bedrock. Few ceramics were collected; those that 

Shovel Test 

Number Level 

Lot 

Type 

Munsell 

Color 

Soil 

Texture 

Level 

Thickness Location 

ST-01 1 Topsoil 7.5YR2.5/2 Loam 14.7 A-23 

ST-01 2 

Collapse 

Debris 5R3/4 

Clay 

Loam 41.6 A-23 

ST-01 3 Bedrock N/A N/A N/A A-23 

ST-02 1 Topsoil 5R2.5/4 

Clay 

Loam 12.7 A-24 

ST-02 2 

Collapse 

Debris 5R3/4 

Clay 

Loam 38.1 A-24 

ST-02 3 Bedrock N/A N/A N/A A-24 

ST-03 1 Topsoil 7.5YR2.5/2 

Clay 

Loam 38.1 A-24 

ST-03 2 

Collapse 

Debris 7.5R5/2 

Clay 

Loam 50.8 A-24 

ST-03 3 Bedrock N/A N/A N/A A-24 

ST-04 1 Topsoil 5R2.5/2 Loam 12.7 A-25 

ST-04 2 

Collapse 

Debris 7.5YR5/4 

Clay 

Loam 38.1 A-25 

ST-04 3 Bedrock N/A N/A N/A A-25 

ST-05 1 Topsoil 7.5YR2.5/2 Loam 15.2 A-25 

ST-05 2 

Collapse 

Debris 7.5YR4/4 

Clay 

Loam 35.5 A-25 

ST-05 3 Bedrock N/A N/A N/A A-25 

ST-06 1 Topsoil 7.5R2.5/2 Loam 16.5 A-25 

ST-06 2 

Collapse 

Debris 7.5R5/3 

Clay 

Loam 35.5 A-25 

ST-06 3 Bedrock N/A N/A N/A A-25 

ST-07 1 Topsoil 7.5R2.5/2 Loam 15.2 A-25 

ST-07 2 

Collapse 

Debris 7.5R4/4 

Clay 

Loam 35.5 A-25 

ST-07 3 Bedrock N/A N/A N/A A-25 
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were dated to the Late Classic 2. Although ST-02 was 5 m behind Structure A-24, the 

collapse debris from the mound was excessive, producing minimal results. 

These first two shovel tests hinted at problems with the shovel test program as 

originally proposed (see Vazquez 2013). The collapse extended 10 m from the mound 

making it hard to follow the planned grid of shovel tests. The proximity to Chan Chich 

Lodge’s visitor trails also hindered shovel test placement. To avoid unnecessary damage 

to the trails, the third shovel test was placed off of the proposed grid, on the eastern edge 

of Structure A-24. ST-03 consisted of three layers producing minimal artifacts. ST-03 

faced similar issues as ST-02, thus the shovel tests were moved to the east of Structure A-

25, where the visitor trails could not impede excavations and collapse debris appeared to 

be less of a factor. 

ST-04, ST-05, ST-06, and ST-07 were located behind the southern end of Structure 

A-25. All four shovel test consisted of three layers, which included topsoil, collapse debris, 

and bedrock. Like the previous shovel tests, very few ceramics were collected. However, 

ceramics from ST-05 were analyzed and date to the Late Classic 2. Dense vegetation and 

fallen trees hindered further excavations. The shovel tests ultimately provided poor results. 

This combined with significant time restraints led to the decision to cease the shovel test 

project without locating any middens’. The most vital piece of information that the shovel 

tests provided was dating occupational chronology to the Late Classic period. 

Excavations in Courtyard A-3 and its surrounding structures were successful in 

documenting and answering several of the research questions previously proposed in 

Chapter Three, such as the number of construction phases and their ages, occupation dates, 
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and architectural layout of Courtyard A-3, Structure A-23, and A-25. Courtyard A-3 and 

its surrounding structures were built during the Late Classic period, and occupation 

continued into the Terminal Classic period. Excavations were not conducted on Structure 

A-24 due to several factors previously discussed. The shovel test program also failed to 

document any middens and was ultimately abandoned. 
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Chapter VI 

Artifacts 

The material assemblage collected from the Back Plaza consisted of several local 

and imported raw materials, formalized tools, unfinished tools and debitage, ceramic 

sherds, and faunal remains. The context and presence of material culture can provide 

insight into the function of the Back Plaza and each structure as well as providing a better 

understanding of the wealth and status of its inhabitants. The artifacts collected from 

Courtyard A-3 consisted of a variety of items, ranging from domestic ground stones such 

manos and metates, to faunal bones, to broken spear points. This chapter highlights and 

analyzes the artifacts found in the Back Plaza. Artifacts are divided into categories and 

discussed by their spatial distribution on each structure in the Back Plaza (Table 6.1.). 

Lithic artifacts were divided into two distinct categories, chipped stone and ground stone. 

Overall, excavations in the Back Plaza collected a total of 4,165 ceramic sherds, including 

several partially reconstructable vessels, 396 pieces of lithic debitage, 41 shells, 19 stone 

tools, 17 ground stones, 10 obsidian pieces, and eight pieces of faunal bones (Table 6.1.). 
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Table 6.1. Total Artifact Count per Subop. 

Structure Subop 

Ceramic 

Count 

Debitage 

Count 

Lithic 

Tools 

Ground 

Stone Obsidian 

A-23 A 101 64 1 1 

Center of 

Courtyard B 160 50 3 

A-25 C 188 31 

A-23 D 174 13 1 

A-25 E 41 4 

A-25 F 59 8 2 

A-23 G 86 70 

A-25 H 554 54 1 

A-23 I 1,187 7 

A-23 J 209 12 6 

A-23 K 41 12 1 

A-23 L 80 14 

A-23 M 1,108 50 9 7 4 

A-23 N 177 7 7 1 1 

Total: 4165 396 19 17 10 

Ground Stone Artifacts 

Manos are hand held tools used alongside stone-basin metates for grinding and 

processing maize, wild grains, condiments, and other foods (Hammond 1975:343; Hayden 

1987b; Longstaff 2011; Moholy-Nagy 2003:38; Willey et al. 1965:453). Manos and 

metates were also used to prepare clay for pottery manufacturing and processing mineral 

pigments for paints (Longstaff 2011; Moholy-Nagy 2003:38).  Manos and metates were 

made of several materials, such as granite, basalt, quartzite, and even limestone and were 

a fundamental domestic tool for Mesoamerican groups in past and present (Hayden 1987a, 

1987b; Longstaff 2011:143; Nelson 1987; Willey 1972:115). Broken manos and metates 
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were repurposed into pounding stones, other household tools, or deposited into the 

construction fill of nearby buildings (Longstaff 2011; Sidrys 1974). 

In total, 17 ground stone artifacts were collected from the center of Structure A-23, 

comprising 12 manos and five metates (Table 6.2.). To date, this is the highest 

concentration of ground stones ever collected from one context at Chan Chich. The raw 

materials used in manufacturing the manos and metates mostly consisted of white-gray 

granite, with the exception of a pink-gray granite mano. Two limestone manos were also 

identified alongside a limestone metate, and a single quartzite mano. The highest 

concentration of ground stone artifacts was discovered in Subop CC-13-J and -M. The 

concentration of ground stone artifacts was associated with the burned features and high 

quantities of ceramic sherds. The center of Structure A-23 was the only area in which 

ground stones were discovered. The high number of ground stones suggests Structure A-

23 was used as a specialized area, possibly for food preparation. The function of Structure 

A-23 and its artifacts are discussed in the following chapter. 
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Table 6.2. Ground Stone Artifacts given Spec Numbers. 

Spec # Lot Material Form Weight (g) Completeness Figure 

CC0605-01 CC-13-A-2 Granite Metate 949 Fragment 6.1. 

CC0678-01 CC-13-J-3 Granite Metate 3145 Fragment 6.2. 

CC0679-01 CC-13-J-3 Granite Mano 520 Fragment 6.3. 

CC0679-02 CC-13-J-3 Granite Mano 598 Fragment 6.4. 

CC0679-03 CC-13-J-3 Granite Mano 310 Fragment 6.5. 

CC0679-04 CC-13-J-3 Granite Mano 283 Complete 6.6. 

CC0685-01 CC-13-J-2 Granite Mano 998 Fragment 6.7. 

CC0758-01 CC-13-M-3 Granite Mano 568 Complete 6.8. 

CC0758-02 CC-13-M-3 Limestone Mano 380 Fragment 6.9. 

CC0758-03 CC-13-M-3 Granite Mano 523 Fragment 6.10. 

CC0758-04 CC-13-M-3 Granite Mano 694 Complete 6.11. 

CC0758-05 CC-13-M-3 Quartzite Mano 648 Complete 6.12. 

CC0758-06 CC-13-M-3 Limestone Mano 923 Complete 6.13. 

CC0759-01 CC-13-M-3 Granite Metate 1784 Fragment 6.14. 

CC0759-02 CC-13-M-3 Limestone Metate 4147 Fragment 6.15. 

CC0871-01 CC-13-N-1 Granite Mano 477 Fragment 6.16. 
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Figure 6.1. Metate from Lot CC-13-A-2 (Spec # CC0605-01).
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Figure 6.2. Granite Metate from Lot CC-13-J-3 (Spec # CC0678-01). 
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Figure 6.3. Granite Mano from Lot CC-13-J-3 (Spec # CC0679-01). 
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Figure 6.4. Granite Mano from Lot CC-13-J-3 (Spec # CC0679-02). 
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Figure 6.5. Granite Mano from Lot CC-13-J-3 (Spec # CC0679-03). 
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Figure 6.6. Granite Mano from Lot CC-13-J-3 (Spec # CC0679-04). 
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Figure 6.7. Granite Mano from Lot CC-13-J-2 (Spec # CC0685-01). 
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Figure 6.8. Granite Mano from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0758-01). 
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Figure 6.9. Limestone Mano from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0758-02). 
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Figure 6.10. Granite Mano from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0758-03). 
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Figure 6.11. Granite Mano from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0758-04). 
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Figure 6.12. Quartzite Mano from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0758-05). 
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Figure 6.13. Limestone Mano from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0758-06). 
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Figure 6.14. Granite Metate from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0759-01). 
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Figure 6.15. Limestone Basin from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0759-02). 
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Figure 6.16. Granite Mano from Lot CC-13-N-1 (Spec # CC0871-01). 
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Chipped Stone Artifacts 

In all, 246 lithic artifacts were analyzed and assigned Spec. numbers. Artifacts 

ranged from bifaces, to lithic debitage, to scrapers. A majority of the lithics collected served 

a utilitarian function. Two broken spear points were collected and most likely recycled as 

knives for domestic purposes. A total of 217 artifacts consisted of chipped stone chert. 

Debitage 

Debitage consists of lithic flakes, shatters, manufacture debris, and production 

rejects created during the process of lithic production and reduction of chipped stone tools. 

Although debitage was collected and some pieces were analyzed (Table 6.3.), this thesis 

focuses on tools. Debitage was the most common class of chipped stone chert artifacts 

collected in the Back Plaza. 
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Table 6.3. Debitage given Spec numbers. 

Spec # Lot Material Form Weight (g) Completeness 

CC0569-02 CC-13-A-1 Chert Debitage 3.4 Complete 

CC0569-03 CC-13-A-1 Chert Debitage 1.9 

Medial 

Fragment 

CC0569-04 CC-13-A-1 Chert Debitage 3.3 Complete 

CC0569-06 CC-13-A-1 Chert Debitage 7.2 Unknown 

CC0574-01 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 86 Complete 

CC0574-02 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 28.2 Complete 

CC0574-03 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 37.9 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0574-04 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 31.7 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0574-05 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 22.1 Complete 

CC0574-06 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 21.4 Complete 

CC0574-07 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 2.6 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0574-08 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 10.5 Unknown 

CC0574-09 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 8.3 Complete 

CC0574-10 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 14.7 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0574-11 CC-13-C-1 Chert Debitage 5 

Medial 

Fragment 

CC0575-01 CC-13-B-1 Chert Debitage 6.1 Unknown 

CC0575-03 CC-13-B-1 Chert Debitage 58.1 Complete 

CC0575-05 CC-13-B-1 Chert Debitage 2.7 Unknown 

CC0575-06 CC-13-B-1 Chert Debitage 0.8 Complete 

CC0575-07 CC-13-B-1 Chert Debitage 0.6 

Lateral 

Fragment 

CC0575-08 CC-13-B-1 Chert Debitage 3.6 

Medial 

Fragment 

CC0575-09 CC-13-B-1 Chert Debitage 64 Fragment 

CC0575-10 CC-13-B-1 Chert Debitage 11.9 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0582-02 CC-13-B-1 Obsidian Debitage 0.9 Fragment 

CC0602-01 CC-13-A-2 Chert Debitage 16.6 Fragment 

CC0602-02 CC-13-A-2 Chert Debitage 6.3 Complete 

CC0602-03 CC-13-A-2 Chert Debitage 9.1 Unknown 
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CC0602-04 CC-13-A-2 Chert Debitage 34.4 Unknown 

CC0602-05 CC-13-A-2 Chert Debitage 51.4 Unknown 

Table 6.3 Continued 

Spec # Lot Material Form Weight (g) Completeness 

CC0602-08 CC-13-A-2 Chert Debitage 2.9 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0606-01 CC-13-C-2 Chert Debitage 6.2 Complete 

CC0606-03 CC-13-C-2 Chert Debitage 34.6 Complete 

CC0606-04 CC-13-C-2 Chert Debitage 14.5 Complete 

CC0606-06 CC-13-C-2 Chalcedony Debitage 6.4 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0606-07 CC-13-C-2 Chert Debitage 79.4 Fragment 

CC0611-01 CC-13-E-1 Chert Uniface 5.8 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0611-02 CC-13-E-1 Chert Debitage 4 Fragment 

CC0612-01 CC-13-G-1 Chalcedony Debitage 15.4 Fragment 

CC0617-01 CC-13-D-1 Chert Debitage 1 Fragment 

CC0617-02 CC-13-D-1 Chert Debitage 1.4 Fragment 

CC0617-03 CC-13-D-1 Chert Debitage 21.7 Fragment 

CC0618-01 CC-13-F-1 Chert Debitage 86 Complete 

CC0618-02 CC-13-F-1 Chert Debitage 4.7 Unknown 

CC0624-01 CC-13-B-2 Chert Debitage 70 Unknown 

CC0624-02 CC-13-B-2 Chert Debitage 46.6 Unknown 

CC0624-03 CC-13-B-2 Chert Debitage 9.7 Unknown 

CC0624-04 CC-13-B-2 Chert Debitage 8.1 Unknown 

CC0624-05 CC-13-B-2 Chalcedony Debitage 2 Complete 

CC0624-06 CC-13-B-2 Chert Debitage 1.5 

Medial 

Fragment 

CC0624-07 CC-13-B-2 Chert Debitage 19.2 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0625-17 CC-13-B-2 Chert Debitage 16.7 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0629-01 CC-13-D-2 Chert Debitage 0.6 Complete 

CC0629-03 CC-13-D-2 Chert Debitage 4.4 Fragment 

CC0629-04 CC-13-D-2 Chert Debitage 6.1 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0629-05 CC-13-D-2 Chert Debitage 2.9 Fragment 
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CC0629-06 CC-13-D-2 Chert Debitage 3.3 Unknown 

CC0629-07 CC-13-D-2 Chert Debitage 8.7 Fragment 

CC0638-01 CC-13-E-2 Chert Debitage 5.5 Complete 

CC0638-02 CC-13-E-2 Chalcedony Debitage 22.6 Complete 

Table 6.3 Continued 

Spec # Lot Material Form Weight (g) Completeness 

CC0647-02 CC-13-G-1 Chert Debitage 13.7 Unknown 

CC0647-03 CC-13-G-1 Chert Debitage 69.6 Complete 

CC0647-04 CC-13-G-1 Chert Debitage 148 Unknown 

CC0647-06 CC-13-G-1 Chert Debitage 6 Fragment 

CC0647-07 CC-13-G-1 Chert Debitage 25.1 Fragment 

CC0647-09 CC-13-G-1 Chert Debitage 26.9 Complete 

CC0650-04 CC-13-G-6 Chert Debitage 106.4 Complete 

CC0650-05 CC-13-G-6 Chert Debitage 107 Fragment 

CC0652-01 CC-13-I-1 Chert Debitage 2.7 

Medial 

Fragment 

CC0652-02 CC-13-I-1 Chert Debitage 4 Fragment 

CC0656-02 CC-13-H-2 Chert Debitage 1.5 Fragment 

CC0656-03 CC-13-H-2 Chert Debitage 79.2 Complete 

CC0656-04 CC-13-H-2 Chert Debitage 17.1 Unknown 

CC0658-01 CC-13-H-1 Chert Debitage 18 Complete 

CC0658-02 CC-13-H-1 Chert Debitage 8.8 Unknown 

CC0658-04 CC-13-H-1 Chert Debitage 5.8 Unknown 

CC0658-05 CC-13-H-1 Chert Debitage 1.9 Complete 

CC0658-06 CC-13-H-1 Chert Debitage 29.6 Unknown 

CC0663-01 CC-13-G-5 Chert Debitage 130 Complete 

CC0669-01 CC-13-A-4 Chert Debitage 14 Fragment 

CC0669-02 CC-13-A-4 Chert Debitage 6.9 

Medial 

Fragment 

CC0669-03 CC-13-A-4 Chert Debitage 9.6 Complete 

CC0670-01 CC-13-K-1 Chert Debitage 3.2 Complete 

CC0672-01 CC-13-M-2 Chert Debitage 32 Complete 

CC0687-05 CC-13-H-6 Chert Debitage 15 Complete 

CC0687-06 CC-13-H-6 Chert Debitage 7.4 Unknown 
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CC0687-07 CC-13-H-6 Chert Debitage 9.6 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0687-08 CC-13-H-6 Chert Debitage 25.3 Complete 

CC0687-09 CC-13-H-6 Chert Debitage 33.1 Unknown 

CC0687-10 CC-13-H-6 Chalcedony Debitage 413 Complete 

CC0689-01 CC-13-C-3 Chert Debitage 90.6 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0689-02 CC-13-C-3 Chert Debitage 35.7 

Lateral 

Fragment 

Table 6.3 Continued 

Spec # Lot Material Form Weight (g) Completeness 

CC0682-02 CC-13-J-2 Chert Debitage 8.9 Complete 

CC0708-01 CC-13-D-3 Chert Debitage 54 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0708-02 CC-13-D-3 Chert Debitage 3.7 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0710-02 CC-13-F-2 Chert Debitage 10.5 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0710-03 CC-13-F-2 Chert Debitage 7.7 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0710-04 CC-13-F-2 Chert Debitage 12.9 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0710-05 CC-13-F-2 Chert Debitage 6.4 Unknown 

CC0710-06 CC-13-F-2 Chert Debitage 1.7 Unknown 

CC0710-07 CC-13-F-2 Chert Debitage 18.3 Complete 

CC0717-01 CC-13-G-7 Chert Debitage 385 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0717-04 CC-13-G-7 Chert Debitage 278 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0717-05 CC-13-G-7 Chert Debitage 9.1 Complete 

CC0717-06 CC-13-G-7 Chert Debitage 100.2 Complete 

CC0717-07 CC-13-G-7 Chert Debitage 18.2 Complete 

CC0720-01 CC-13-H-7 Chert Debitage 28.1 Complete 

CC0720-02 CC-13-H-7 Chert Debitage 2.1 

Medial 

Fragment 

CC0720-03 CC-13-H-7 Chert Debitage 4.4 Complete 

CC0723-01 CC-13-H-9 Chert Debitage 3.8 Unknown 

CC0723-02 CC-13-H-9 Chert Debitage 2 Unknown 
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CC0723-03 CC-13-H-9 Chalcedony Debitage 1.1 Unknown 

CC0723-04 CC-13-H-9 Chert Debitage 2.2 Unknown 

CC0723-05 CC-13-H-9 Chert Debitage 24.7 Unknown 

CC0723-07 CC-13-H-9 Chert Debitage 4.8 Complete 

CC0723-08 CC-13-H-9 Chert Debitage 93.4 Fragment 

CC0723-10 CC-13-H-9 Chert Debitage 2.6 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0723-11 CC-13-H-9 Chert Debitage 10.3 Complete 

CC0725-01 CC-13-K-2 Chert Debitage 1.9 

Lateral 

Fragment 

Table 6.3 Continued 

Spec # Lot Material Form Weight (g) Completeness

CC0725-03 CC-13-K-2 Chert Debitage 6.1 Complete 

CC0725-04 CC-13-K-2 Chert Debitage 4.3 Fragment 

CC0725-05 CC-13-K-2 Chert Debitage 6.2 Complete 

CC0725-06 CC-13-K-2 Chert Debitage 10.1 Unknown 

CC0727-01 CC-13-L-2 Chert Debitage 9.2 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0727-02 CC-13-L-2 Chert Debitage 1.4 Unknown 

CC0727-03 CC-13-L-2 Chert Debitage 4 Complete 

CC0728-01 CC-13-L-3 Chert Debitage 21.8 Complete 

CC0733-01 CC-13-N-2 Chert Debitage 1 Unknown 

CC0733-02 CC-13-N-2 Quartzite Debitage 2.1 Complete 

CC0733-03 CC-13-N-2 Chert Debitage 5.1 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0733-04 CC-13-N-2 Chert Debitage 4.9 Complete 

CC0728-03 CC-13-L-3 Chert Debitage 12.2 Med.Fragment 

CC0728-04 CC-13-L-3 Chert Debitage 8.5 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0728-05 CC-13-L-3 Chert Debitage 3.5 Unknown 

CC0728-06 CC-13-L-3 Chert Debitage 21.4 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0728-07 CC-13-L-3 Chert Debitage 60.3 Unknown 

CC0733-07 CC-13-N-2 Chert Debitage 4.8 Complete 

CC0746-01 CC-13-M-3 Chalcedony Debitage 33.2 Complete 

CC0746-02 CC-13-M-3 Chert Debitage 110 Complete 
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CC0746-03 CC-13-M-3 Chert Debitage 285 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0746-04 CC-13-M-3 Chert Debitage 37.8 Unknown 

CC0746-14 CC-13-M-3 Chert Debitage 16.2 Lat. Fragment 

CC0746-15 CC-13-M-3 Chert Debitage 2.4 Unknown 

CC0746-16 CC-13-M-3 Quartzite Debitage 6.4 Complete 

CC0746-17 CC-13-M-3 Chalcedony Debitage 7.6 Complete 

CC0746-18 CC-13-M-3 Chalcedony Debitage 1.1 Unknown 

CC0746-19 CC-13-M-3 Chert Debitage 36.4 Fragment 

CC0760-02 CC-13-I-4 Chert Debitage 2 Fragment 

CC0760-03 CC-13-I-4 Chert Debitage 357.6 Complete 

CC0746-19 CC-13-M-3 Chert Debitage 36.4 Fragment 

CC0760-03 CC-13-I-4 Chert Debitage 357.6 Complete 

Utilized Flakes (n=52) 

A total of 52 utilized flakes was collected from excavations in the Back Plaza. 

Flakes, as byproducts of stone tool manufacturing, are often waste objects in middens or 

fill (Moholy-Nagy:2003:10). However, the 52 flakes collected differ from debitage and 

show evidence of utilization. Utilized flakes are often crude, expedient tools, which were 

used for cutting, shearing, scoring, scraping, and chopping (Moholy-Nagy 2003:24). The 

distribution of utilized flakes was fairly uniform across each structure. 

Cores (n=13) 

Hyde (2003:78) defines a core as “an objective piece that has had flakes removed 

from its surface.” Cores are included with tools and not debitage because of the evidence 

of human modification (Hyde 2003). Cores are not bifacially worked and not produced on 

a flake (Hyde 2003). Thus, a core is a modified mass of chippable stone that is neither a 

biface nor a flake and does not refer to a particular tool function (Hyde 2003). Cores are 

Table 6.3 Continued 
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subdivide into two categories; the first being unidirectional cores which have detached 

pieces removed from a single direction (Hyde 2003). While multidirectional cores have 

detached pieces removed from multiple directions (Hyde 2003). Table 6.4. lists all the 

cores recovered and analyzed during excavations in the Back Plaza. 
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Table 6.4. Cores Given Spec Numbers. 

Spec # Lot Material Form 

Weight 

(g) Completeness Figure 

CC0574-14 CC-13-C-1 Chert Core 85.4 Unknown 6.17. 

CC0574-15 CC-13-C-1 Chert Core 405 Unknown 6.18. 

CC0647-05 CC-13-G-1 Chert Core 189 Unknown n/a 

CC0650-01 CC-13-G-6 Chert Core 405 Unknown n/a 

CC0663-03 CC-13-G-5 Chert Core 60.6 Unknown n/a 

CC0682-06 CC-13-J-2 Chalcedony Core 705 Unknown n/a 

CC0682-07 CC-13-J-2 Chert Core 1012 Unknown 6.19. 

CC0689-06 CC-13-C-3 Chert Core Unknown Unknown n/a 

CC0689-07 CC-13-C-3 Chert Core 77 Unknown n/a 

CC0717-02 CC-13-G-7 Chert Core 266 Unknown n/a 

CC0723-06 CC-13-H-9 Chert Core 407 Unknown 6.20. 

CC0730-03 CC-13-N-1 Chert Core 396 Unknown 6.21. 

CC0730-04 CC-13-N-1 Chert Core 625 Unknown n/a 

CC0746-05 

CC-13-M-

3 Chert Core 456 Unknown 

n/a 
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Figure 6.17. Chert Core from Lot CC-13-C-1 (Spec # CC0574-14). 
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Figure 6.18. Chert Core from Lot CC-13-C-1 (Spec # CC0574-15). 
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Figure 6.19. Chert Core from Lot CC-13-J-2 (Spec # CC0682-07). 
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Figure 6.20. Chert Core from Lot CC-13-H-9 (Spec # CC0723-06). 
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Figure 6.21. Chert Core from Lot CC-13-N-1 (Spec # CC0730-03). 
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Unifaces (n=51) 

Unlike bifaces, unifaces are chipped stones tools that have been flaked on a single 

side (Table 6.5.). Unifaces were analyzed, but not photographed due to time constraints. 

Table 6.5. Unifaces Given Spec Numbers. 

Spec # Lot Material Form Weight (g) Completeness 

CC0569-01 CC-13-A-1 Chert Uniface 6.8 Complete 

CC0569-05 CC-13-A-1 Chert Uniface 4.2 Distal Fragment 

CC0575-04 CC-13-B-1 Chert Uniface 64 Fragment 

CC0602-06 CC-13-A-2 Chert Uniface 2.5 Complete 

CC0602-07 CC-13-A-2 Chert Uniface 31.5 Distal Fragment 

CC0606-02 CC-13-C-2 Chert Uniface 46.3 Complete 

CC0606-05 CC-13-C-2 Chert Uniface 8.2 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0624-08 CC-13-B-2 Chert Uniface 12.4 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0624-09 CC-13-B-2 Chert Uniface 8.1 Complete 

CC0624-10 CC-13-B-2 Chert Uniface 16.3 Complete 

CC0624-11 CC-13-B-2 Chert Uniface 9.6 Complete 

CC0624-12 CC-13-B-2 Chert Uniface 17.9 Lateral Fragment 

CC0624-13 CC-13-B-2 Chert Uniface 9 Medial Fragment 

CC0624-14 CC-13-B-2 Chert Uniface 4.2 Medial Fragment 

CC0624-15 CC-13-B-2 Chert Uniface 2.8 Medial Fragment 

CC0625-16 CC-13-B-2 Chert Uniface 9.9 Medial Fragment 

CC0629-02 CC-13-D-2 Chert Uniface 2.6 Complete 

CC0647-08 CC-13-G-1 Chert Uniface 10.4 Complete 

CC0650-02 CC-13-G-6 Chert Uniface 10.1 Complete 

CC0650-03 CC-13-G-6 Chert Uniface 55.4 Complete 

CC0656-01 CC-13-H-2 Chert Uniface 10.5 

Proximal 

Fragment 

CC0658-03 CC-13-H-1 Chert Uniface 10 Complete 

CC0663-02 CC-13-G-5 Chert Uniface 236 Complete 
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CC0666-01 CC-13-M-1 Chalcedony Uniface 10.7 Complete 

CC0671-02 CC-13-M-2 Chert Uniface 170 Complete 

CC0682-04 CC-13-J-2 Chert Uniface 29.5 Complete 

CC0682-05 CC-13-J-2 Chert Uniface 4.7 

Proximal 

Fragment 

Table 6.5. Continued 

Spec # Lot Material Form Weight (g) Completeness 

CC0687-01 CC-13-H-6 Chert Uniface 8.1 Complete 

CC0687-02 CC-13-H-6 Chert Uniface 7.6 Complete 

CC0687-03 CC-13-H-6 Chert Uniface 4.1 Complete 

CC0687-04 CC-13-H-6 Chert Uniface 6.8 

Lateral 

Fragment 

CC0689-03 CC-13-C-3 Chert Uniface 18.8 Complete 

CC0689-04 CC-13-C-3 Chert Uniface 37.4 

Distal 

Fragment 

CC0689-05 CC-13-C-3 Chert Uniface 8.4 Complete 

CC0710-01 CC-13-F-2 Chert Uniface 7 Unknown 

CC0720-04 CC-13-H-7 Chert Uniface 10.4 Complete 

CC0720-05 CC-13-H-7 Chert Uniface 4.9 Complete 

CC0720-06 CC-13-H-7 Chert Uniface 27.2 Complete 

CC0720-07 CC-13-H-7 Chert Uniface 5.4 Complete 

CC0720-08 CC-13-H-7 Chert Uniface 11.2 Complete 

CC0723-09 CC-13-H-9 Chert Uniface 2.8 Complete 

CC0728-02 CC-13-L-3 Chert Uniface 64.2 Complete 

CC0728-08 CC-13-L-3 Chert Uniface 21.9 Complete 

CC0728-09 CC-13-L-3 Chert Uniface 84.2 Complete 

CC0733-05 CC-13-N-2 Chert Uniface 2.9 Complete 

 CC0733-06 CC-13-N-2 Chert Uniface 20.2 Complete 

CC0746-07 CC-13-M-3 Chert Uniface 155 Complete 

CC0746-08 CC-13-M-3 Chert Uniface 18 Complete 

CC0746-09 CC-13-M-3 Chert Uniface 418 Complete 

CC0746-10 CC-13-M-3 Chert Uniface 464 Complete 

CC0760-01 CC-13-I-4 Chert Uniface 2.7 Complete 
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Thin Bifaces (n=3) 

Thin bifaces are chipped artifacts with thin cross sections that have been bifacially 

worked (Longstaff 2011; Willey 1972:174; Willey et al. 1965:430). Thin bifaces were used 

as knives or multipurpose tools used for cutting, sawing, scraping, and butchering meats 

(Longstaff 2011; Moholy-Nagy 2003:17; Willey et al. 1965:430). Although thin bifaces 

and projectile points are often similar in from and size, unlike projectile points, thin bifaces 

lack a stem (Longstaff 2011:154). Longstaff (2011:154) suggests projectile points with 

broken distal ends can be classified as thin bifaces since they were often repurposed. All 

of the thin bifaces were collected from Subop CC-13-M from a Late Classic context. The 

thin bifaces were uncovered near burned features, ceramic sherds, and ground stone 

artifacts. One of the artifacts is a possible Laurel-Leaf Thin Biface (Figure 6.27). Laurel 

Leaf thin bifaces are well crafted and are made of high quality chert and are oval shaped 

and pointed at one end (Hyde 2003). The thin bifaces recovered consisted of high quality 

chert most likely imported from Colha in northern Belize. 

Projectile Points (n=1) 

A single projectile point was collected in the Back Plaza. Projectile point shape and 

size varies throughout Mesoamerica, but projectile points are defined as pressure-flaked 

bifacial points, which are often ovate or lenticular in shape and stemmed (Hammond 

1975:333; Longstaff 2011). Unlike the recycled projectile points that were categorized as 

thin bifaces, this projectile point is not broken on the proximal end and contains a 

constricting stem; the distal end of the point is missing (Figure 6.33.). There is also 
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macroscopic evidence of wear along the lateral margins. The spear point was collected 

from Subop CC-13-M-3 and is associated with the Late Classic period. The projectile point 

is also associated with the thin bifaces and ground stones previously discovered. Although 

classified as a projectile point, this broken biface may have also been repurposed as a knife. 

Thick Bifaces (n=13) 

Like thin bifaces, thick bifaces are also bifacially worked chipped stone artifacts, 

but have a thicker cross-section and are much larger and robust (Longstaff 2011; Stemp 

2002:153).  Thick bifaces served functions similar to thin bifaces, but are more robust. 

Uses for thick bifaces include axes for cutting trees, excavating and shaping bedrock, 

chisels, gouges, engravers, food procurement and processing, and reshaping and retouching 

other tools (Longstaff 2011, Moholy-Nagy 2003; Puleston 1971:328; Shafer and Hester 

1986).  According to Hyde (2003:80) the “form of an oval biface is teardrop with a broad, 

round distal bit, tapering in proximal end and a flat cross-section”.  The widest point of the 

tool type is positioned between the medial portion and distal terminus (Hyde 2003). Most 

of the bifaces collected in the Back Plaza were oval bifaces. However, several bifaces 

collected were GUB’s (General Utility Bifaces). GUB’s are differentiated by oval bifaces 

due to GUB’s thickness and heaviness (Hyde 2003). GUB’s contain marked biconvex or 

diamond shaped cross sections and carefully trimmed shaped bits (Hyde 2003). 

A total of 13 thick bifaces was recovered from excavations in the Back Plaza. Four 

of the 13 thick bifaces are preforms, but some show evidence of utilization on the lateral 

ends. The highest concentration of thick bifaces was on the center of Structure A-23, where 

eight of the 13 specimens were recovered. Five were discovered in Subop CC-13-M and 
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three in Subop CC-13-N. Subop CC-13-F contained two, and Subop C-13-G, -H, and -J all 

contained a single thick biface. A single chalcedony biface was discovered in Subop CC-

13-F. Table 6.6. lists all the bifaces discovered during excavations in the Back Plaza. 
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Table 6.6. Bifaces Given Spec Numbers. 

Spec # Lot Material Form 

Weight 

(g) Completeness Figure 

CC0671-01 CC-13-M-2 Chert Biface 204 Complete 6.22. 

CC0672-02 CC-13-M-2 Chert Biface 669 Unknown n/a 

CC0682-08 CC-13-J-2 Chert Biface 147 Fragment n/a 

CC0712-01 CC-13-F-2 Chert Biface 127 Complete 6.23. 

CC0712-02 CC-13-F-2 Chalcedony Biface 255 Complete 6.24. 

CC0717-03 CC-13-G-7 Chert Biface 126 

Proximal 

Fragment n/a 

CC0723-06 CC-13-H-9 Chert Biface 212 Complete n/a 

CC0730-01 CC-13-N-1 Chert Biface 207 Complete 6.25. 

CC0732-01 CC-13-N-2 Chert Biface 134 

Distal 

Fragment 6.26. 

CC0736-01 CC-13-M-2 Chert Biface 38.8 

Medial 

Fragment 6.27. 

CC0737-01 CC-13-M-2 Chert Biface 62.8 

Distal 

Fragment 6.28. 

CC0746-11 CC-13-M-3 Chert Biface 300 Complete n/a 

CC0746-13 CC-13-M-3 Chert Biface 474 Complete 6.29 

CC0747-01 CC-13-M-3 Chalcedony Biface 152 

Distal 

Fragment 6.30. 

CC0747-02 CC-13-M-3 Chert Biface 404 Complete 6.31 

CC0747-03 CC-13-M-3 Chert Biface 254 Complete 6.32. 

CC0756-01 CC-13-M-3 Chert Biface 47 

Proximal 

Fragment 6.33. 
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Figure 6.22. Chert Biface from Lot CC-13-M-2 (Spec # CC0671-01). 
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Figure 6.23. Chert Biface from Lot CC-13-F-2 (Spec # CC0712-01). 
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Figure 6.24. Chalcedony Biface from Lot CC-13-F-2 (Spec # CC0712-02). 
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Figure 6.25. Chert Biface CC-13-N-1 (Spec # CC0730-01). 
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Figure 6.26. Chert Biface from Lot CC-13-N-2 (Spec # CC0732-01). 
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Figure 6.27. Chert Biface from Lot CC-13-M-2 (Spec # CC0736-01). 
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Figure 6.28. Chert Biface from Lot CC-13-M-2 (Spec # CC0737-01). 
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Figure 6.29. Chert Biface from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0746-13). 
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Figure 6.30. Chalcedony Biface from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0747-01). 
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Figure 6.31. Chert Biface from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0747-02). 
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Figure 6.32. Chert Biface from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0747-03). 
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Figure 6.33. Chert Biface from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0756-01). 
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Hammerstones (n=4) 

Hammerstones are classified as battered tools used to strike in order to remove 

flakes (Hyde 2003). Hammerstones are often spheriod and elongated in shape and tend to 

exhibit evidence of battering and is consistent with the Three Rivers region (Hyde 2003). 

Hammerstones are subdivided into two distinct categories, battered cobbles and battered 

bifaces. Battered cobbles retain varying degrees of battering at several locations (Hyde 

2003). Morphology of battered cobbles varies extensively from shaping and spheroid to 

amorphous (Hyde 2003). Battered bifaces are fragmented recycled bifaces used as 

hammerstones (Hyde 2003). Battered bifaces also show evidence of battering throughout 

the stone. Out of the hammerstones collected, a single battered biface was collected; while 

two battered cobbles were also recovered (Table 6.7.). A single battered flake was also 

collected during excavations. 

Table 6.7. Hammerstones Given Spec Numbers. 

Spec # Lot Material Form 

Weight 

(g) Completeness Figure 

CC0670-02 CC-13-K-1 Chert 

Battered 

Biface 213 Complete 6.34. 

CC0682-03 CC-13-J-2 Chert 

Battered 

Cobble 507 Complete 6.35. 

CC0730-02 CC-13-N-2 Unknown 

Battered 

Cobble 189 Complete 6.36. 

CC0746-12 CC-13-M-3 Chert 

Battered 

Flake 577 Complete 6.37. 
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Figure 6.34. Chert Battered Biface from Lot CC-13-K-1 (CC0670-02). 
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Figure 6.35. Chert Battered Cobble from Lot CC-13-J-2 (Spec # CC0682-03). 
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Figure 6.36. Battered Cobble from Lot CC-13-N-1 (Spec # CC0730-02). 
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Figure 6.37. Chert Battered Flake from Lot CC-13-M-3 (CC0746-12). 
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Scraper (n=1) 

A single chert scraper was collected from Lot CC-13-M-2 on the center of Structure 

A-23, which dates to the Late Classic period. Scrapers functioned as multipurpose tools 

used for scraping, whittling, and smoothing (Longstaff 2011; Moholy-Nagy 2003:20; 

Willey 1972:176). According to Moholy-Nagy (2003:20), scrapers were often crude and 

unstandardized, quickly made, and may have been added to a handle or been held by their 

cortical platform. Based on its context in Lot CC-13-M-2 and the associated artifacts, the 

scraper may have been used in food production or meat scraping. 

Chipped Stone Obsidian Artifacts 

Obsidian has been collected extensively throughout Chan Chich, ranging from elite, 

ceremonial, and domestic contexts. Differences in obsidian use-wear indicate varying 

functions including elite use that consisted of ceremonial purposes such as bloodletting or 

symbolic offerings and, domestic uses that were multifunctional (Menzies 2003). Several 

obsidian sources are identified in the Maya area, including sources like San Martin, 

Ixtepeque, Jilatepeque, and EL Chayal, which are all in the highlands of Guatemala 

(Spence 1967). Many scholars argue that obsidian cannot be visually sourced, while others 

suggest qualities such as color, banding, luster and inclusions can be used to source 

obsidian (Braswell 2007; Longstaff 2011; Moholy-Nagy 1999). Table 6.8. lists all the 

obsidian artifacts recovered from excavations in the Back Plaza. 
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Prismatic obsidian blades are common domestic tools throughout Mesoamerica 

(Awe and Healy 1994; Haviland 1984:164; Willey et al. 1965). Obsidian blades functioned 

as cutting utensils, for softer materials like meat, hides, cloth, and were used to cut and 

shave wood, bone, and shell (Longstaff 2011). The highest concentration of obsidian blades 

occurred on the center of Structure A-23, with Subop CC-13-M having the greatest number 

(3). Subop CC-13-M produced the greatest number of domestic items, which are associated 

with a burned feature. The obsidian blades were most likely used for cutting meats and 

other food items. 

Flakes (n=3) 

Obsidian flakes or debitage are byproducts of manufacturing or retouching blades, 

macroblades, eccentrics, or other obsidian artifacts (Longstaff 2011). Obsidian cores were 

pressured flaked to manufacture blades until they became too small for further use 

(Longstaff 2011; Spence 1981). The tertiary flake collected from the humus of lot Subop 

CC-13-B-1 is associated with a Late Classic date and other lithic debitage. Two utilized 

flakes were collected, one each from Subops CC-13-M and CC-13-N. The small number 

of utilized flakes and distribution pattern make it almost impossible to accurately make any 

assumptions based on their context. These flakes most likely belonged to a larger obsidian 

tools that were retouched as they wore down. 

Macroblades (n=6) 
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Table 6.8. Obsidian Artifacts Given Spec Numbers. 

Spec # Lot Material Form 

Weight 

(g) Completeness Figure 

CC0568-01 CC-13-A-1 Obsidian Blade 0.7 Fragment n/a 

CC0582-01 CC-13-B-1 Obsidian Blade 0.8 Fragment n/a 

CC0657-01 CC-13-H-1 Obsidian Blade 0.8 Complete 6.38. 

CC0757-01 CC-13-M-3 Obsidian Blade 2 Complete 6.39. 

CC0757-02 CC-13-M-3 Obsidian Blade 0.8 

Medial 

Fragment 6.40 

CC0757-03 CC-13-M-3 Obsidian Uniface 8.7 Complete 6.41. 

CC0769-01 CC-13-N-2 Obsidian Uniface 6.2 Complete n/a 

CC0772-01 CC-13-M-2 Obsidian Blade 3 

Proximal 

Fragment 6.42. 
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Figure 6.38. Obsidian Blade from Lot CC-13-H-1 (Spec # CC0657-01). 
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Figure 6.39. Obsidian Blade from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0757-01). 
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Figure 6.40. Obsidian Blade from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0757-02). 
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Figure 6.41. Obsidian Flake from Lot CC-13-M-3 (Spec # CC0757-03). 
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Figure 6.42. Obsidian Blade from Lot CC-13-M-2 (Spec # CC0772-01). 
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Faunal Remains 

Faunal remains collected in the Back Plaza consisted of animal bone and marine 

shell. In total, 49 faunal specimens were collected. Although the assemblage size is fairly 

small, the faunal remains provide insight into the types of fauna being used and consumed. 

Eight faunal bones were collected from the center of Structure A-23. The highest 

concentration of bone came from Lot CC-13-J-4, where a total of seven pieces were 

collected and analyzed. The longest piece of bone measured approximately 15 cm long and 

was identified by Lori Phillips (personal communication, 2014) as a deer long bone. The 

remaining faunal bone recovered was collected from Lot CC-13-M-3, a burned feature. 

The spatial distribution, high concentration, and fauna type suggest the faunal bone 

collected were refuse and a byproduct of food preparation, which occurred in a room of 

Structure A-23. 

A total of 41 shells was collected from the Back Plaza. However, 33 of the 41 shells 

were collected from the midden (Lot CC-13-H-9) beneath Structure A-25. Jute shell was 

the predominant shell type collected, but other types of shell were also present. Two main 

species of jute are found across archaeological sites, the first being Pachychilus indiourm 

and Pachychilus glaphyrus (Phillips 2014). P. inidiorium is characterized as small, very 

tightly coiled and smooth shelled, while P. glyaphyrus is a heavy elongated gastropod 

containing conspicuous vertical plicae and revolving folds of shell (Healy et al. 1990). 

Since the shells were in a midden they were refuse and evidence of food consumption. The 
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midden (Lot CC-13-H-9) dates to the Late Preclassic period, thus not associated with the 

occupation period of Structure A-25. 

Ceramic Artifacts 

Ceramics were the most common artifact type collected in the Back Plaza. A total 

of 4,165 ceramic sherds was collected along with three partial vessels. The largest 

concentration of ceramic sherds was collected from the center of Structure A-23, which 

included a total of 3,036 sherds. The second highest concentration of ceramic sherds came 

from Structure A-25, where 842 were collected. Another 160 ceramic sherds were collected 

from Subop CC-13-B in the center of Courtyard A-3, while 127 ceramic sherds were 

collected from the southern end of Structure A-23. Most of the ceramics were utilitarian 

vessels and sherds collected were associated with similar vessels. As previously noted, high 

densities of ceramics were often recovered from or near burned features at Structure A-23. 

The highest concentration of ceramic sherds in the Back Plaza and on Structure A-

23, 1,187, was collected from Subop CC-13-I, while 1,108 ceramic sherds were recovered 

from Subop CC-13-M. Both high ceramic density areas were located near burned features 

and included mostly utilitarian or serving vessels. Three partial vessels were recovered 

form Lot CC-13-M-3 and were Tinaja Red jar rims. The dense concentration of ceramics 

reflects Structure A-23’s use as a domestic area, functioning as a food preparation area and 

possible storage area. The distribution of ceramic sherds throughout the rest of the Back 

Plaza was fairly even, with a slight increase collected from Subop CC-13-H (548) on 

Structure A-25. 
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Charcoal Samples 

A total of 11 charcoal samples was collected throughout the Back Plaza for 

radiocarbon dating. However, to date, only one charcoal sample has been analyzed. 

Sample CC-14-S04 returned an uncalibrated radiocarbon age of 1255 ± 25 years BP 

(UCIAMS-151876; wood charcoal; δ14C = -144.6185‰), with a 2σ calibrated age range 

of AD 673 to 863. Essentially, this tells us that there is a 95.4% chance that the sample 

dates to somewhere between AD 673 to 863, a 200-year period encompassing most of the 

Late Classic and Terminal Classic periods (Figure 6.43.). 

Figure 6.43. Radiocarbon date for Sample CC-14-S04. 
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Artifact Density and Distribution 

Analyzing artifact density and distribution can reveal several patterns, similarities, 

and differences within artifact assemblages. Spatial analysis can help assess relationships 

between different artifact types across several structures. Artifact density will provide 

patterns and relationships between artifact classes and provide a better understanding of 

the artifacts used by inhabitants of the Back Plaza. Artifact density pertaining to units 

located across the Back Plaza, except shovel tests and units located on the southern end 

of Structure A-25 were analyzed. The artifact density was associated with the last known 

plaster floor of each structure in the Back Plaza. The surface area of each suboperation 

was calculated as well as the total artifact type count (Table 6.9.). Density data enables 

suboperations to be compared with one another regardless of size (Table 6.10.). Artifact 

density for debitage (Figure 6.44.), faunal bone (Figure 6.45.), ground stone (Figure 

6.46.), obsidian (Figure 6.47.), ceramic sherds (Figure 6.48.), and chipped stone tools 

(Figure 6.49.) were analyzed and mapped. Artifact density information was sub-

sequentially mapped using a color scale. Artifact density was greater on the center 

Structure A-23 compared to Structure A-25. There was also an increased number of 

artifacts located in or near burn features, explaining the larger density on Structure A-23. 

Subop CC-13-M contained the highest artifact density. Artifact density on Structure A-25 

remained low throughout each artifact type analyzed. 
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Table 6.9. Surface area and artifact count density in Courtyard A-3. 

Subop 

Surface 

Area 

(m2) 

Sherds Debitage 

Chipped 

Stone 

Tools 

Ground 

Stone 
Obsidian Faunal 

Center of A-23 

CC-13-A 4 101 64 1 1 

CC-13-D 4 174 13 1 

CC-13-I 2.5 1,187 7 

CC-13-J 3 209 12 6 7 

CC-13-L 2.25 80 14 

CC-13-

M 

2.25 1,108 50 9 8 4 1 

CC-13-N 4 177 7 7 1 1 

Center of A-3 

CC-13-B 4 160 50 3 

Structure A-25 

CC-13-C 8 188 31 

CC-13-E 4 41 4 

CC-13-F 5 59 8 2 

CC-13-H 8 168 18 1 

Table 6.10. Artifact density per Suboperation in Courtyard A-3. 

Subop 

Surface 

Area 

(m2) 

Sherds 

per m2 

Debitage 

per m2 

Chipped 

Stone Tools 

per m2 

Ground 

Stone 

per m2 

Obsidian 

per m2 

Faunal 

per m2 

Center of A-23 

CC-13-A 4 25.25 16 .25 .25 

CC-13-D 4 43.5 3.25 .25 

CC-13-I 2.5 474.8 2.8 

CC-13-J 3 69.67 4 2 2.33 

CC-13-L 2.25 35.6 6.2 

CC-13-M 2.25 492.44 22.22 4 3.6 1.8 .44 

CC-13-N 4 177 7 1.75 .25 1 

Center of A-3 

CC-13-B 4 40 12.5 .75 

Structure A-25 

CC-13-C 8 23.5 3.88 

CC-13-E 4 10.25 1 

CC-13-F 5 11.8 1.6 .4 

CC-13-H 8 21 2.25 .13 
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Figure 6.44. Debitage density map. 

Figure 6.45. Faunal bone density map. 
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Figure 6.46. Ground stone density map. 

Figure 6.47. Obsidian density map. 
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Figure 6.48. Ceramic sherd density map. 

Figure 6.49. Chipped stone tool density map. 
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Summary 

Artifacts recovered from excavation in the Back Plaza were essential in 

delineating the function and chronology of structures and provided extensive insight on 

the daily lives of the inhabitants of the Back Plaza. Ceramics were the most abundant 

artifact type collected and helped provide chronological information dating to the Late 

Classic period (600-810) and Terminal Classic period (810-900) (Table 6.11.). The 

artifacts collected depict the daily domestic activities that occurred in the Back Plaza. The 

artifact types and amounts collected from Structure A-23 and A-25 greatly differ. The 

artifacts from the center of Structure A-23 served a domestic function. 

Table 6.11. Artifacts Recovered by Lot and Ceramic Assessment. 

Structure Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Artifact 

Types 

Found 

A-23 CC-13-A 1 Topsoil 13 Late Classic 

Obsidian 

Blade (1),  

Lithic 

Debitage 

(19) 

A-23 CC-13-A 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
85 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(22), Shell 

(1), Metate 

(1) 

A-23 CC-13-A 3 
Other 

Surface 

No Ceramic 

Data 

No Ceramic 

Data 
N/A 

A-23 CC-13-A 4 
Collapse 

Debris 
31 

Terminal 

Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(4) 

A-23 CC-13-A 5 
Platform 

Face 
Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-23 CC-13-A 6 
Plaster 

Floor 
Unexcavated Unexcavated 
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Table 6.11. Continued 

A-23 CC-13-D 1 Topsoil 10 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(4), Shell 

(2) 

A-23 CC-13-D 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
28 

Late Classic 

and Terminal 

Classic  

Lithic 

Debitage 

(7) 

A-23 CC-13-D 3 
Collapse 

Debris 
46 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(2) 

A-23 CC-13-D 4 
Problematic 

Deposit 
88 Late Classic Mano (1) 

A-23 CC-13-D 5 
Collapse 

Debris 
2 Late Classic 

A-23 CC-13-D 6 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-23 CC-13-D 7 
Plaster 

Floor 
Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-23 CC-13-G 1 Topsoil 44 

Late Classic 

and Terminal 

Classic  

Lithic 

Debitage 

(54) 

Structure Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Artifact 

Types 

Found 

A-23 CC-13-G 2 
Collapse 

Debris 

No Ceramic 

Data 

No Ceramic 

Data 
N/A 

A-23 CC-13-G 3 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated N/A 

A-23 CC-13-K 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
36 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(10) 

A-23 CC-13-K 3 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-23 CC-13-K 4 Door Jamb Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-23 CC-13-K 5 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-23 CC-13-L 1 Topsoil 17 
Terminal 

Classic 

A-23 CC-13-L 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
31 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(3) 

A-23 CC-13-L 3 
Problematic 

Deposit 
32 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(11) 
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A-23 CC-13-L 4 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-23 CC-13-M 1 Topsoil 11 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(11) 

A-23 CC-13-M 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
232 Late Classic 

Debitage 

(2), Lithic 

Tools (3), 

Obsidian 

Blade (1), 

Spear 

point (1) 

A-23 CC-13-M 3 
Problematic 

Deposit 

3 Vessels & 

865 
Late Classic 

Debitage 

(37), 

Lithic 

Tools (5), 

Faunal 

Bone (1), 

Obsidian 

(3), 

Ground 

stones (8) 

A-23 CC-13-M 4 Plaster Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-23 CC-13-N 1 Topsoil 55 Late Classic 

Mano (1),  

Lithic 

Tools (6) 

A-23 CC-13-N 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
122 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Tool (1), 

Table 6.11. Continued 

Structure Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Artifact 

Types 

Found 

A-23 CC-13-N 3 Plaster Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

Couryard 

A-3 
CC-13-B 1 Topsoil 90 Late Classic 

Obsidian 

Blades (2), 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(20) 

Courtyard 

A-3 
CC-13-B 2 

Construction 

Fill 
70 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(30) 

A-25 CC-13-C 1 Topsoil 38 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(16), Shell 

(1) 
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A-25 CC-13-C 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
54 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(8) 

A-25 CC-13-C 3 
Construction 

Fill 
51 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(7) 

A-25 CC-13-C 4 Floor 45 

Late 

Preclassic to 

Early 

Classic  

A-25 CC-13-E 1 Topsoil 24 
Terminal 

Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(2) 

A-25 CC-13-E 2 
Construction 

Fill 
17 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(2) 

A-25 CC-13-E 3 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-E 4 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-E 5 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-E 6 Other Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-F 1 Topsoil 8 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(2) 

A-25 CC-13-F 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
42 Late Classic 

 Lithic 

Tools (2) 

A-25 CC-13-F 3 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

Table 6.11. Continued 

Structure Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Artifact 

Types 

Found 

A-25 CC-13-F 4 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-F 5 Other Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-F 6 Floor 9 Late Classic 

A-25 CC-13-F 7 Step Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-H 1 Topsoil 114 Late Classic 

Obsidian 

Blade (1), 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(8) 
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A-25 CC-13-H 2 
Collapse 

Debris 
54 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(10) 

A-25 CC-13-H 3 Floor Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-H 4 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-H 5 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-H 6 
Construction 

Fill 
101 

Late 

Preclassic to 

Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(15) 

A-25 CC-13-H 7 Floor 150 Late Classic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(8), Shell 

(1) 

A-25 CC-13-H 8 Wall Unexcavated Unexcavated 

A-25 CC-13-H 9 Midden 91 
Late 

Preclassic 

Lithic 

Debitage 

(21), Shell 

(33) 

Table 6.11. Continued 

Structure Subop Lot Lot Type 
Ceramic 

Sample Size 

Temporal 

Affiliation 

Artifact 

Types 

Found 

A-25 CC-13-H 10 
Other 

Surface 
15 

Middle 

Preclassic to 

Late 

Preclassic 

A-25 CC-13-H 11 Wall 23 
Late Classic 

2 

A-25 CC-13-H 12 
Construction 

Fill 

No Ceramic 

Data 

No Ceramic 

Data 
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Chapter VII 

Interpretations, Discussion, and Conclusions 

This chapter outlines and discusses the architectural interpretations of Structures 

A-23 and A-25, analyzes structure and courtyard function, provides answers to proposed 

research questions, and contributes closing remarks pertaining the Back Plaza and its 

association with the rest of Chan Chich and the Maya region. Architectural interpretations 

are based on excavations conducted and by structure area (Figure 7.1.). Functional 

interpretations are based on architectural and artifactual data. A comparative analysis with 

various courtyards from multiple Maya cities is also used to further denote structure and 

courtyard function at the Back Plaza. 
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Figure 7.1. Map of excavations and shovel tests in the Back Plaza (after Vazquez et al. 

2014: Figure 4.2). 

Interpretations of the Architecture of A-23 

Structure A-23 consists of a low platform with a 9-m wide summit. Excavations 

in the central part of the mound uncovered portions of two rooms, one on the western 

side and one on eastern side of Structure A-23 (Figure 7.2.). Both rooms share a common 

plaster floor and consist of poorly preserved low masonry walls made of cut stones. The 

walls varied in preserved height, ranging from 42 cm to 87 cm high, and were 1 m wide. 

The two partially exposed rooms were approximately 2 m wide; the back wall of the 

western room was not discovered, so the room's width is an estimate (Figure 7.3.). The 

amount of collapse debris, the preserved heights of the walls, and the topography of the 
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mound suggest the building on the summit of Structure A-23 was not vaulted, despite the 

high frequency of vault stones found in the collapse. The walls presumably supported a 

perishable superstructure. The numerous vault stones discovered throughout multiple 

excavation units and during visual inspection of the mound were mostly likely robbed or 

recycled from elsewhere—perhaps the structure at the southern end of the mound. Based 

on the ceramic data collected and ceramic analysis, the final construction phase of 

Structure A-23 occurred during the Late Classic period, but occupation of the structure 

continued into the Terminal Classic period. 

Figure 7.2. Final orthophoto of Subops CC-13-A, -D, -I, -J, -L, -M, and -N, overhead 

view. The excavated area measures 13 m north-south by 3.5 m east-west at a maximum 

height. 
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Figure 7.3. Location of exposed walls and possible continuation on Structure A-23. The 

excavated area measures 13 m north-south by 3.5 m east-west at a maximum height. 

On the southern end of Structure A-23, excavations exposed completely different 

architectural features. Excavations in Subops CC-13-G and -K uncovered another 

building on the southern end of Structure A-23. With only two units on this part of the 

structure, it is impossible to accurately estimate this building size or form. However, the 

dimensions and ages of some architectural features are known. The doorway jamb 

uncovered was over 2 m tall suggesting an earlier version of the structure could have 

supported a vaulted masonry ceiling, which was different from the central part of 

Structure A-23. The architecture uncovered suggests at least one room was present in the 

structure, which most likely sat on a platform serving as the base for the entire building. 

Evidence for at least two different construction phases is also present, although 

excavations did not penetrate to bedrock, meaning additional phases could be present 
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below the excavated area. Excavations revealed the oldest documented construction 

phase consisted of a masonry wall and doorway jamb sitting on top of a well-preserved 

plaster floor. These architectural features most likely were part of a vaulted room. During 

the second construction episode, the room was partially filled in and the floor was raised 

by over a meter. This construction phase likely had mid-height walls as the foundation of 

the building and a perishable superstructure on top or as the roof. The structure or room 

was possibly filled after the ceiling was demolished, at which point the vault stones were 

recycled and used elsewhere in the courtyard or on Structures A-23 and A-25. 

The structure on the southern end of Structure A-23 had similar dates from the 

Late Classic period to the Terminal Classic period, but without excavations into the 

earliest documented floor the age of the oldest exposed construction phase is unknown. 

However, ceramics collected and analyzed from Lot CC-13-G-6 dated to the Late 

Preclassic, suggesting occupation could have occurred as early as the Late Preclassic 

period, although that particular lot is part of a Late Classic construction episode. 

Interpretations of the Architecture of A-25 

The purpose of the excavations in the Back Plaza was to assess the form and function 

of Structure A-25. Excavations of Subops CC-13-E, -H, and -F uncovered a portion of a 

room on Structure A-25 (Figure 7.4.). The east and south walls were low masonry walls 

that likely supported a perishable superstructure. Similar to Structure A-23, the exposed 
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walls on Structure A-25 were poorly preserved. However, unlike Structure A-23, which 

was two rooms wide, Structure A-25 is one room wide. The eastern wall extended the 

length of three different suboperations (3.2 m). The room was approximately 4 m wide. 

The northern wall was not exposed; thus the length of the room is unknown. After 

excavating through the plaster floor associated with the room, it was determined the 

eastern wall does not continue below the latest floor. The west profile of Subop CC-13-H 

and the east profile of Subop CC-13-C are in the same alignment and contained pockets 

of construction fill and a few cut stones. It is possible the western wall of the room is 

located to the west of Subop CC-13-H. The placement of Subop CC-13-E adjacent to 

Subop CC-13-C, could have caused excavations to go through a doorway, thus 

completely missing the western wall. The poor preservation of architecture throughout 

the Back Plaza might explain the absence of the western wall. Further research is needed 

to completely establish the limits of the room and Structure A-25. 
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Figure 7.4. Orthophoto of architecture on Structure A-23 in Subop CC-13-H, 

overhead view. The excavated area measures 3 m north-south by 4 m east-west. 

Excavations in Subop CC-13-F uncovered two different terraces on the eastern side of 

Structure A-25. The westernmost terrace (Lot CC-13-F-3) is associated with the eastern 

wall and the room uncovered on top of Structure A-25. The lower surface to the east (Lot 

CC-13-F-6) is likely associated with a small patio or is simply a lower terrace platform. 

Structure A-25 could have contained several terraces, however further excavations or 

comparable data from the western side of the structure are needed to make this 

determination. 

An earlier construction episode was exposed after excavations broke through the 

plaster floor of the room on Structure A-25. Under the first floor in Lot CC-13-H-3, a 

second floor was discovered (CC-13-H-7). No other surfaces were discovered below the 
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second floor (CC-13-H-7), making it the earliest construction phase. The eastern wall 

does not continue below Lot CC-13-H-3, suggesting the second floor represents an earlier 

construction episode with a different architectural configuration. The earliest construction 

phase was buried by construction fill during the second and final construction episode of 

the building. A Late Preclassic midden was uncovered under this older floor (Lot CC-13-

H-7). Structure A-25 was possibly constructed on top of the midden during the Late 

Classic period or the midden may have been dug up from nearby and used as construction 

fill. The Back Plaza area was inhabited during the Middle to Late Preclassic, but 

construction of Structure A-25 occurred much later. The ceramic analysis from Subop 

CC-13-H shows a period of occupation from the Late Preclassic period through the 

Terminal Classic period (Vazquez et al. 2014). 

Construction of Structure A-25 started during the Late Classic period and occupation 

continued into the Terminal Classic period. The layout of Structure A-25 and presence of 

rooms suggests the building could have served multiple functions. However, more 

excavations are needed to determine an exact function. 

Assessing Structure and Courtyard Function at the Back Plaza 

Assessing structure and courtyard function at the Back Plaza is an integral part of 

this thesis research. A comparative analysis was employed to further understand 

Courtyard A-3. Distinguishing and analyzing elite and non-elite interpretations are 

pivotal in understanding the true functions associated with the Back Plaza. This was done 

by assessing the architectural data and material assemblage recovered. After interpreting 
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varying levels of social complexity of the Back Plaza, similar courtyards from other 

Maya cities were compared and similar characteristics were emphasized. An analogous 

comparison was made to enumerate typical characteristics of courtyards and highlight 

unique characteristics of the Back Plaza.  

Elite residences are often identified by their spatial markers, architecture, and 

material assemblage (Guderjan et al. 2003). Spatial indicators of elite residences and elite 

status include varying degrees of restricted access to enclosed spaces and proximity to 

important parts of a city and site core. Based on these definitions, the Back Plaza 

functioned as an elite space. The Back Plaza had restricted access on all sides and was 

connected to monumental architecture on the north side (Structure A-15). The Back Plaza 

is also located directly behind the Upper Plaza and forms part of the contiguous block of 

architecture in the site core. Entrance and access to the Back Plaza was most likely 

controlled and monitored. 

Elite residences also contained common architectural characteristics that are 

visible across the Maya region and include varying levels of vaulted masonry, low 

masonry walls with perishable superstructures, masonry walls with thatch roofing, and 

wattle and daub walls with thatch roofs (Cheong 2013; Paauw 2007:40). Structures A-23 

and A-25 fit this description and consist of platforms with low masonry walls and 

perishable superstructures. Benches are also often found within elite residences, but 

excavations were unable to document any. However, the craftsmanship and resource 

quality is not reflective of elites. The structures in the Back Plaza were often times poorly 

preserved and not exceptionally well built. Low masonry quality can also be reflective of 
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declining availability to crucial resources. The apparent incorporation of vault stones into 

the low walls of the structures in the Back Plaza is a conservative approach to resource 

acquisition, but it indicates perhaps that vaulted buildings near or in the Back Plaza were 

in poor repair. Architecturally, the Back Plaza is reflective of elite use, but without 

architectural features like benches, it is unclear if the structures served as residences. 

Elite spaces are at times not solely exclusive and can be used or inhabited by commoners 

or servants. 

The artifact assemblage recovered from the Back Plaza lacks elite prestige goods, 

such as jade, and lacks personal artifacts like figurines, polychrome vessels, and jewelry. 

In general, it is a utilitarian assemblage, which favored food preparation. The users of 

Structure A-23 could have been in charge of the daily food preparation needs for the 

Upper Plaza and possibly produced food for feasts. The high concentration of ground 

stone artifacts, knives, utilitarian ceramics, and burned features suggest Structure A-23 

was a specialized activity area. 

A comparative analysis of the Back Plaza and other Maya courtyards and 

structures provides similarities visible across the Maya regions. Architecturally, both 

Structure A-23 and A-25 were similar in form. However, both structures varied 

significantly in artifacts collected. Of all the Maya courtyards previously discussed in 

chapter three, Courtyard 5E at Nojol Nah is the most analogues in architecture, material 

assemblage, and presence of burned features. Courtyard 5E consists of Structures 5E1, 

5E4, 5E5, and 5E6. Architecturally, structures in Courtyard 5E are similar to those in the 

Back Plaza. Courtyard 5E structures consisted of low stone walls or high masonry walls 
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that once supported thatch superstructures (Barett 2011). However, Structure 5E1 

contained a stone roof. Similar to Structure A-23, excavations at Structures 5E4 and 5E5 

recovered numerous manos, metates, utilitarian vessels, faunal bone, and lithic tools 

(Barrett 2010). Burned features across the plaster floor in a room were also discovered at 

Courtyard 5E, beneath manos and metates (Barett 2010). Unlike excavations in the Back 

Plaza, those conducted at Courtyard 5E excavated through the burn feature and 

uncovered the burial of an adult male. Several other burials were discovered in Courtyard 

5E, which differs from the Back Plaza. Another difference between Courtyard 5E and the 

Back Plaza is the discovery of benches. Back Plaza excavations were not able to identify 

any benches, but the lack of evidence does not necessarily represent an absence of 

benches. Similar to the Back Plaza, Courtyard 5E functioned as an elite plaza. Nojol 

Nah’s Courtyard 5E’s surrounding structures functioned as residences, workshops, and 

food preparation areas. 

Both Courtyard A-3 at Chan Chich and Courtyard 5E at Nojol Nah were restricted 

access courtyards. However, the major difference between both courtyards is the 

proximity to the site core. Also, Courtyard A-3 is directly attached to monumental 

architecture, which makes the Back Plaza unique. Although several courtyards are 

located near site cores or monumental architecture, very few are attached and form part 

of the contiguous architecture. In sum, both courtyards and their surrounding structures 

served as spaces for individuals who worked to prepare food and/or material goods for 

elites. While Courtyard 5E at Nojol Nah had traits consistent with a residential unit, like 
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benches and burials, our excavations at the Back Plaza did not encounter clear indications 

that the structures served as residences. 
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Answering Research Questions 

How many construction episodes are present at Courtyard A-3 and what are their ages? 

Courtyard A-3 was built during a single construction episode and consisted of a 

single plaster floor. Based on ceramics collected and analyzed from Subop CC-13-B, the 

single construction phase occurred during the Late Classic period. 

During what time period was Courtyard A-3 used the most? 

Peak occupation and use of Courtyard A-3 occurred during the Late Classic 

period. Courtyard A-3 may have been inhabited during the Middle or Late Preclassic 

period, but that was prior to the construction of any significant architecture. 

What are the various ages of the surrounding structures and their construction phases? 

Structure A-23 evidenced two different construction phases, both dating to the Late 

Classic period. Occupancy of Structure A-23 continued into the Terminal Classic period. 

The structure on the southern end of A-23 also contains two distinct construction phases. 

The age of the earliest phase is unknown, while the second construction phases occurred 

during the Late Classic period. 

Similar to Structure A-23, Structure A-25 also consisted of two different construction 

phases during the Late Classic period and continued to be occupied into the Terminal 

Classic period. Excavations on Structure A-24 were not conducted, thus the age of the 

structure is unknown. 
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What is the architectural layout of each of the surrounding structures? 

The architectural layout of Structure A-23 consisted of a platform supporting at 

least two buildings. The central part of the mound’s building contained several low 

masonry walls that served as the foundation for a perishable roof and formed two rows of 

rooms. The southern end of Structure A-23 contained a very different architectural layout. 

During the oldest documented construction episode the southern building on Structure A-

23 consisted of a vaulted masonry building constructed on a low platform. During the 

second construction phase, the architecture of the building significantly changed. The room 

was filled in and raised by over a meter, and the vaulted ceiling was destroyed. Mid-height 

walls served as the foundation for a perishable superstructure or a perishable roof. 

The architectural layout of Structure A-25 was less evident. Structure A-25 was 

most likely built on a platform and contained multiple rooms with low walls, which served 

as the foundation for a perishable structure similar to Structure A-23. However, both 

structures vary significantly in architectural form and function. Notably, Structure A-25 

had only one row of rooms. 

Do specific structures have increased numbers of middens present behind them or near 

them, if any?  

The presence of middens, on or near, structures was an important question proposed 

in the research design. Excavations uncovered a single midden (Lot CC-13-H-9) dating to 

the Late Preclassic on Structure A-25, while the shovel test project failed to locate any 
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middens near the structures. The Late Preclassic midden predates the overlying structure 

and is not informative about the Late Classic activities that may have taken place in 

Courtyard A-3. 

Are there any visible relationships between Courtyard A-3 and Courtyard A-4 and its 

surrounding structures? 

Excavation in the Back Plaza failed to discern any visible relationships between 

Courtyard A-3 and its surrounding structures and Courtyard A-4. However, this question 

was not specifically investigated. 

How is Courtyard A-3 related to the rest of the site and specifically the Upper Plaza? 

Courtyard A-3 is part of the contiguous group of monumental architecture at Chan 

Chich and most likely served as a food preparation area for the Upper Plaza. Material 

culture from Structure A-23 consists of numerous broken vessels, deer bones, areas 

containing burned features, over a dozen manos and over half a dozen metate fragments, 

obsidian blades and flakes, bifaces and stone tools, and imported (broken) spears that were 

most likely reused as knives. Structure A-23 served as a possible kitchen. 

The function of Structure A-25 is less obvious. Structure A-25 may have served as 

a residential area for the inhabitants in the Back Plaza, although it lacks benches and other 

features or artifacts typically associated with Maya houses. Further excavations would be 

necessary to determine its function. 

To understand more fully the function of Courtyard A-3, excavations should be 

conducted on Structure A-24. More excavations are also necessary to understand in greater 
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detail the form of Structure A-23 and form and function of Structure A-25.  Courtyard A-

3 may have also functioned as a service area for elites or functioned as a residential area 

for servants who supported the daily functions of the Upper Plaza.  The multipurpose uses 

of Coutyard A-3 are comparable across several Maya sites. At Aguateca, Structures M7-

35 and M8-10 yielded numerous food preparation related items (Inomata and Triadan 

2000:61; Inomata et al. 2002). Courtyard J at Copan also served a similar multipurpose 

residential function. An example of a centralized kitchen can be seen in Group M at 

Minanha, which suggest food preparation activities were taking place there (Lamoureaux-

St. Hilaire 2011). 

Ending Remarks and Summary 

The 2014 excavations in the Back Plaza were successful in answering the research 

questions proposed throughout the thesis project. The research conducted has expanded on 

what is already known about the the occupation history of Chan Chich. Excavations helped 

reveal the form, function, and chronology of Courtyard A-3, specifically Structures A-23 

and A-25. Unfortunately, excavations on Structure A-24 were not conducted and the form, 

function, and chronology of this structure are still unknown. Excavations of Structure A-

24 are needed to further understand the function of Courtyard A-3 as a whole and reveal 

its relationship with the rest of the Chan Chich site and Courtyard A-4. Excavations on 

Structure A-25 are also needed to fully reveal the exact form and function of the building. 

The multiple functions of Courtyard A-3 and its architectural features are similar to several 

courtyard throughout several Maya cities. Excavating Courtyard A-3 and its surrounding 

structures in one field season proved to be a difficult endeavor, however a significant 
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amount of information was collected and overall the research conducted in the Back Plaza 

was successful. 
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